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Lack of jobs is the price we'll have to pay 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Finance New Democratic Party economic forecasting firm, time has come to look for least the next year. currency markets, lle asked accused Chretien of allowing country will achieve the $4 
Minister Jean Chretiea told 
theCommons Thursday he is 
aware the government's 
recently announced restraint 
program could result in a 
major loss of jobs. But the 
minister added the govern- 
ment considers this a 
reasonable price to pay for 
an improved economic 
climate. 
Replying to a charge by 
Election 
prediction 
Leader Ed Broadbent hat this week issued an analysis more growth from the pri- 
spending restraints an- of the government's spew rate sector. 
nounced in August could c~st ding cuts that warned that He said the best way the 
'100,000 jobs, Chretien said: 94,000 jobs will be lost. government can create the 
"The budget cuts may lead ' It does not say whether confidence necessary for this 
to consequences like this." these are all government growth is to demonstrate its
The minister said he is jobs, nor does it give ability to restrain its own 
unaware of any government locations, spending. 
study to assess the impaet of Chretien said he and He refused to reply to 
the cuts on jobs. provincial premiers agreed Broadbent's forecast that 
Informetrica Ltd., a before the spending cuts unemployment will remain 
pr ivate  Ot tawa-based  were announced that the at about nine per cent for at 
I y# 
going 
down 
Political planners in all 
parties ay they expect he 
15 federal byelections 
Monday to reflect public 
discontent with the Trudeau 
government, now in the final 
months of its five-year term. 
Opposition Progressive 
Conservatives are convinced 
they will come out winners 
when votes are counted, and 
New Democrats are 
predicting at least minor 
gains. 
L ibera l  s t ra teg is ts  
acknowledge they may be in 
for trouble on byelection 
day, but they say the 
resul ts - -whatever  they 
ere--will not provide an 
accurate  po l i t i ca l  
barometer. 
Grit " , ,  
f" 
Gov't 
won't 
allow 
strike 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
federal government "will not 
allow another strike" by the 
Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers (CUPW), Post- 
master-General  Gil les 
Lamontagae said Thursday 
night as the union's national 
strike deadline drew cleser. 
In a brief, harsh  
statement, Lamontagne 
said: "I strongly believe the 
Canadian public does not 
want another strike and this 
government will not allow 
another strike." 
The 23,000-member union 
had threatened a national 
strike Monday if no progress 
was made in settling its 
bitter contract dispute with 
the government. 
There were no direct talks 
Thursday and a special 
cabinet committee 
scheduled a meeting today to 
discuss the situation. 
Back.to-work legislation 
has been raised as a possible 
government action. The 
union was in a legal strike 
position Thursday and the 
, large Montreal local of 
CUPW announced plans to 
walk off the job at midnight 
"j 
-,r, 
Nor would Chretien an- 
swer questions from Sinclair 
Stevens, Progressive Con- 
servative finance critic, on 
the government's plans with 
regard to interest rates. 
Stevens said the govern- 
ment has spent $390 million a 
month since Chretien 
became finance minister a 
year ago to prop up the 
Canadian dollar on world 
whether a further increase in 
~he bank rate will be im- 
posed to make the dollar 
re.re attractive to foreign 
investors. 
Chretien said any an- 
nouncement onthe bank rate 
will come from the Bank of 
Canada. 
Before i~e was ordered by 
Speaker James Jerome to 
resume his seat, Stevens also 
,?.. 
the dollar to depreciate to 
such an extent that the 
Japanese, with their strong 
yen, now can buy raw 
materials from Canada at 
half the price they paid two 
years ago. 
John Crosbie, (St. John's 
West), Conservative trade 
critic, got no reply from 
Cl~retien to r~peated 
requests on whether the 
"~ "~. .. : ~;~-~ ,,~, ~i~ " ,,. . 
• ,.?~ . ,%.'.~'- ~- 
:!~ / / . 
billion merchandise trade 
surplus Chretien has been 
predicting. 
The minister would only 
say the surplus will be more 
than last year's $2.9 billion 
and will reach a record high. 
But he admitted the poor 
trade figures of the last three 
months have forced him to 
draw back somewhat from 
his earlier optimism. 
Egypt 
Israel 
talk 
treaty 
j pm- j  WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
" I The United States reported 
good progress toward an 
~:'~ "' IsraeliEgyptian peace treaty 
~ i /  • at the end of the first day of 
~ .~ the negotiations. 
A statement issued by the 
i: 
q I 
ace Fire Chief Cliff Best checks out 
)ment on the truck (left) while (left to right) 
• ,d" , 
Leon Prusko and Ralph Grover of the Terrace- 
Kitimat Airport Fire Department prepare for 
Saturday's demonstrations at 1:30 p.m. at the 
airport. Photos by Brian Gregg. 
FIRE PR EVENTION WEEK DEMO PLANNED 
Firemen always urging caution 
by Brian Gregg department will assist the public on any closely reproduces actual crash-fire con- 
ditions. The mock-up will use 600-700 
gallons of contaminated fuels and everyone 
concerned with air traffic safety is en- 
couraged to attend, 
The airport fire crew is considered the 
best trained of its kind by Fire Chief George 
Wright. He said the men have only four 
minutes to have the fire under control 
before the fragile aluminum shell begins to 
con ' t  on  page  2 
Smoke detectors are being recommended 
to Terrace-Thornhill residents by their 
respective fire departments during Fire 
Prevention Week. 
The Terrace Fire Chief, Cliff Best, said he 
would like to see smoke detectors and fire 
exflnquishers in every home in Terrace. 
Thornhill Fire Chief Jim Piper said smoke 
detectors are available to Thornhill 
residents at the fire hall. Each fire 
problems relating to the installation of 
smoke detectors. Piper recommends their 
installation near bedrooms. 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport Fire Hall will 
hold an open house from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 
p.m. and a firefighting demonstration 
promptly at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at the fire 
hall which is on the road past the airport 
terminal. 
The demonstration will use specially 
constructed mock.up material which 
state department late 
Thursday said "good 
progress was made" in a 
three-way meeting and in 
separate sessions between 
State Secretary Cyrus Vance 
and the heads of the Israeli 
and Eg~/ptian delegations. 
Speaking a f ter .a  joint 
meeting with tl~e two 
delegation heads--lsraeli 
Foreign Minister Moshe 
Dayan and Egyptian De- 
fence Minister Kamal 
Hassan All--Vance told 
reporters: "It was a good 
meeting." 
Asked if there was any 
progress, he said: "I think 
so." A reporter asked if it 
was substantive. "Yes," 
Vance replied. 
The negotiations toend 30 
years of hostilities between 
the two countries opened 
Friday morning with a White 
House ceremony at which 
President Carter urged 
Jordan and other Arabs 
countries to join in the 
search for peace. 
The first working session 
followed immediately at 
nearby Blair House, 
A U.S. official said both Is- 
rael and Egypt indicated 
they would move as quickly 
as possible in drafting a 
peace treaty. • 
"Everyone there felt it 
was a good beginning," said 
George Sherman, a state 
department spokesman. 
The hope is that a treaty 
can be completed within two 
months. An even more op- 
timistic target is Nov. 19, the 
first anniversary of Egyp- 
tian President Anwar 
Sadat's breakthrough visit tt 
Jerusalem. 
The negotiations, growing 
out of last month's Camp 
David accords, deal with 
details of Israeli withdrawal 
from the Sinai desert, 
security arrangements and 
an exchange of ambassa-' 
dora. 
Much of the Arab world 
has condemned Sad~t for 
what could turn out to be a 
separate peace with Israel. 
Carter also has felt the sting 
of this criticism. 
Thm'eday night. • 
Genetic researchers sav ings  cut  seen  
Nobel prizewinners In UIC compromise 
minster, England, 
STOCKHOLM (AP) --  announced so far this year, VATICAN CITY (AP) in Chicago under Michele Pellegrino, 75, retired archbishop of OTTAWA (CP) --  There Cuilen was answering posal will not keep many 
Turin, and Eduardo for literature, went to American Yiddish author 
Isaac Bashevis Singer of 
New York. 
The three researchers, 
whose breakthrough findings 
were made in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, were cited 
for the discovery of 
"restriction enzymes" and 
their application to genetics, 
"If we call this field 
genetic surgery, the 
restriction enzymes are our 
kn ives , "  exp la ined  
K | ro l inska  committee 
member Prof. Peter 
Two Americans and a Swiss 
won the Nobel Prize for 
medicine Thursday for their 
discovery of a method for 
breaking apart genetic 
material that may even- 
tually unlock some of the 
mysteries of cancer and 
hereditary diseases. 
The winners, chosen by the 
Nobel committee of 
Sweden's Karolinska In- 
stitute of  Med ic ine ,  a re  
microbiologists Daniel 
Natbans and Hamilton Smith 
of Johns Hopkins University 
Medical School in Baltimore, 
-- The Roman Catholic 
Church ended its nine-day 
mourning period for Pope 
John Paul Thursday 
while a computer 
simulation of the for- 
thcoming vote for a new 
Pope showed the ar- 
chbishops of Naples and 
.Palermo o as  likely. 
tavor i tes  fo r  the  mrone o i  
St. Peter. 
The computer study, 
using information ob- 
taine~l secondhand, said 
cardinals Corrado Ursi of 
Naples or Salvatore 
Pappalardo of Palermo 
would most probably be 
the new leader of the 
world's 700 million 
Roman Catholics. 
The research was 
conducted by the National 
Opinion Research Centre 
l 
direction of an American 
priest and sociologist, 
Rev. Andrew Greeley. -
Greeley said data on 
the opinions of the car- 
dinals was gathered from 
their close associates, 
and not from the prelates 
themselves. 
Ursi, 70, came out at the 
head of the list, but just 
barely ahead of Pap- 
palardo, 60, and Johannes 
Wiilebrands, 69, of the 
Netherlands, head of the 
Vatican's Secretariat for 
Christian Unity. 
in the computer rating, 
Ursi, Pappalardo and 
WIllebrands were closely 
trailed by cardinals 
Sebast iano  Bagg io ,  65, a 
Vatican official, Basil 
Hume, 55, of West- 
Pironio, 57, an Argen- 
tinian and a Vatican 
official. 
The results were 
disclosed as 108 cardinals 
attended their next.to-last 
business meeting before 
entering the secret con- 
clave Saturday ~ nd 
casting their first ball)is 
Sunday. 
This was the last of nine 
days of formal mourning 
for Pope John Paul 1, who 
died Sept. 28 of a heart 
attack after a reign of 
only 34 days. 
A total of 111 cardinals 
are expected to enter the 
secret conclave and 
remain sequestered until 
they choose a new Pope. 
will be no significant 
reduction in projected 
unemployment insurance 
savings as a result of soft- 
ening of some previously-an- 
nounced restraint plans, 
Employment Minister Bud 
Cullen said Thursday. 
Cullen also suggested in 
the Commons that a trade- 
off is in the works to com- 
pensate for any reduction 
caused by the government 
amending its own proposals 
to tighten the insurance 
system. 
He has estimated !oral 
savings of $900 million in two 
fiscal years. 
A top official confirmed 
later that any loss could be 
offset by reallocation of job 
creation and training funds. 
questions on 'his an- 
nouncements this week that 
the government will ease 
plans announced in August 
effecting those who seek 
unemployment insurance 
more than once in a year-- 
the so-called repeaters. 
As originally proposed the 
repeaters would have to 
work the same number of 
weeks as they previously 
received benefits before 
qualifying for more benefits. 
After protests from 
Atlantic Liberal MPs, Cullen 
said he would make the work 
requirement vary according 
to regional unemployment 
rates. 
The reduction in savings is 
expected tobe small because 
the original government pro- 
extra claimants on the 
benefit roils, 
"The softened position 
would not affect hose people 
in large urban areas," said 
Larry St..Laurent, head of 
unemployment insurance 
operations. It will mainly 
effect persons in high 
unemployment areas in New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland, 
Nova Scotia, the northern 
aires and northern 
rmda. 
The number of claimants 
saved from being cut off 
benefits as a result is 
relatively small, St.-Laurent 
said. An estimate now is 
being worked out but it is 
known that the total will be 
less than 30 per cent of- all 
claimants, 
and Wemer Arber of the. Reichard. 
University of Basel, Swit- He said the diocoveries 
zerland. The three, who will will also provide new insight 
share the $165,-008 award, into pe--'ble preven;!~n or 
were chosen from among 205 cure of body malformations 
candidates, oureep said. and eventually hereditary 
The only other Nobel Prize diseases 
,i 
l < 
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For further Information a Mi l i tary Career 
Counsellor will be in Terrace on October 17 
at the Canada Manpower Centre from 9:00 
to 3:00 p.m. Ask about pildt training for 
Grade 12 graduates and ask about the 
February 1st deadline for ROTP University 
applications. 
FROM i 
Firemen urge caution 
melt. When the larm bell sounds the men 
have 20 seconds to 'bunker out' and be 
driving down the runway toward a crash. It 
takes them 105 seconds to reach the farthest 
end of the runway and they must achieve 
their objective in another 90 seconds. 
The first truck at the scene of a crash has 
a fire officer and a fire fighter and contains 
1000 Ibs. of dry chemical which is released 
onto the plane in 28 seconds, Wright said. 
The chemicals keeps the plane cooled 
down until the foam truck arrives. This 
truck lays down a foam blanket on the plane 
and firemen build a rescue area which is 
maintained unti l  a l l  passengers are 
rescued. 
Terrace airport has never witnessed a 
major crash but because of the importance 
of the Job the firemen go through four hours 
of theory training each day, seven days a 
week. They overhaul and do maintenance 
work on all pieces of equipment at the fire 
hall. Each ofthe eight man team must use 
100 gallons of foam and put out 2000 gallons 
of contaminated fuels during practices each 
year. They are responsible for plane crash 
fires within a five mile radius of the airport. 
The leading cause of structural fires in 
Terrace and Thornhill are cigarettes and 
improperly cleaned stoves and chimneys, 
according to Best and Piper. 
Best said of the fatal home fires in 
Terrace last year that 39 percent were in 
living rooms, 28 percent were in bedrooms 
and 14 percent were in kitchens. He said 
that 29 percent of fires were started in 
furniture, 18 percent were started in bed- 
ding and 14 percent were started with 
combustible liquids while 40 percent of fires 
were caused by cigarettes, 26 percent were 
caused by heating appliances and 1'4 per- 
cent were caused by heat from an open 
flame. 
Best says fuel stored by snowmobile 
owners this winter for their machines 
should be stored outsidethe home. It should 
be stored in proper fuel containers and not 
bleach jugs. He estimated one gallon of 
gasoline vapourizing under normal con. 
ditions could be as dangerous as 88 sticks of 
dynamite. 
In Terrace, wood heaters, which are 
being used more and more instead of fire 
places, must be Inspected by the fire 
department before they are used. 
He said there are many buildings in 
Terrace which do not have second exits In 
case of fire and when the main exits are 
blocked there is no way of escape. 
Piper said all stoves and chimneys should 
be cleaned each year before winter. He said 
mobile homes sho01d be properly skirted 
and water pipes should be properly 
wrapped. If pipes freeze they should be 
thawed out with hot water, not by torches• 
The Thornhill Firefighters Association is 
looking for new members. The association 
welcomes women to its ranks. It presently 
has four women firefighters. Training aids- 
p'urchased during the summer will be used 
during the next few months to help the 
volunteers with their  knowledge of 
firefighting. 
Terrace Fire Department is st i l l  
collecting money for the "Jaws of Life" 
equipment, used in rescuing trapped 
motor vehicle accident victims. The fire 
department will have a trained man who 
wil l  assist the RCMP at accidents in the 
Terrace area. 
Both fire departments report a decrease 
in fires from last ,year. 
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See the 
Complete Line of 
"/9 Oats and Accessories 
Saturday, ,  October 14 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 4441 Lakelse Avenue 
r FREE coffee and donuts 
, ENTER our "Mystery Machine" 
Oontest 
. CAMIHI in on the Cat's S150 °° Rebate 
Ootober 14th 
is your 
LAST CHANCE 
To Take Advantage of 
AROTIO CAT'S $1.5000 REBATE OFFER. 
Dealer Lioenoa Number 01249A 
Gov't 
issues 
alert on 
Otters 
OTTAWA (CP)-- The gov- 
ernmeat has issued an inter- 
national alert on the 
operation oftim da Ha~d._  
Twin Otter a i r~f t  "~ "¢ 
result of a fatal crash in 
Vancouver last month, 
federal transport officials 
said Thursday. 
The alert, for pilots of the 
twin-enginedplane, hasbeen 
issued to Canadian operators 
and to the governments of
about 70 countries for 
distribution to their 
operators. 
It has been issued even 
though federal investigators 
have drawn no firm con- 
clusions about whether a 
human or a mechanical 
failure caused the crash, 
officials said. The inves- 
tigation is continuing. 
A Vancouver eport said 
invest igators have blamed a
malfunction in the plane's 
propel ler reverse 'p i tct  
system for the crash. 
H.A. Fawcett, head of 
investigations here, said this 
possibility is being 
examined, but "we haven't 
made any firm conclusions 
yet." 
Lancers Gin 
just turned 
40. 
Cdebrate to,(# t 
40o~ 
Also av, eihd, h' in 2.~ o:. 
The pradicM sizel 
Canadian Park/~ Tilford 
Distilleries, Ltd., Vancouver, Canada 
NEWS IN BRIEF. 
RICHMOND,  B.C. (CP)  - -  
Members  d the Pro~reaslve 
Conservative A~IMI~ of 
British Columbia begin their 
annual meeting here today 
with an eye on the next 
federal and provincial 
elections,_ 
Provincial leader Vic 
Stephens has scheduled a 
campaign workshop for 
provincial presidents, 
candidates and campaign 
managers on Saturday, and 
emphasis will be on being 
prepared for Ihe erections, a
spokesman said. 
The spokesman said 
Stephens, who will make a 
major ~ speech Saturday 
night, is expected to outline 
his platform for the pro- 
vincial election, which calls 
for elimination of the five- 
per-cent sales tax im- 
mediately and removal of 
the school tax from property 
during the first legislative 
session. 
Federal eader Joe Clari(, 
who Is to give the keynote 
address during the Saturday 
luncheon, is expected togive 
his reply to the federal 
government's hr.o,e.spnech, 
the spokesman sate, out may 
reiterate his platform which 
also calls for tax cuts, 
negotiations with the 
provinces on constitutional 
changes and development of 
a national industrial 
strategy, 
Convention organizer 
Klaus Berger said that by 
Th~sday, 250 delegates had 
registered. He said he ex- 
pects 300 to register by 
Saturday. 
Curtis is frustrated 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Hugh Curtis says there will 
he no increase in property 
taxes to cover transit cost for 
at least five years. 
"There is even a gooa 
chance that with improved 
services, improved ad- 
ministration and changes in 
attitudes, there may never 
be a need to increase 
property taxes," Curtis said 
in an interview Wednesday. 
He said he is frustrated by 
criticism he has received 
from the Capital and the 
Greater Vancouver regional 
districts abuut the govern- 
ment's decision to establish 
the Urban Transit Authority 
which will result in local 
governments initially paying 
25 per cent of transit costs, 
increasing eventually to 40 
r cent. 
he local share is to be fi- 
nanced first by a three-cent- 
agallon gasoline tax, 
followed by a surcharge on 
British Columbia Hydro bills 
and, as a last resort, an 
increase in property taxes. 
The regional districts have 
predicted tax increases for 
this purpose will start in 
1981. 
Rate increase speculation 
VICTORIA (CP) --  
Finance Minister Evan 
Wolfe today dismissed as 
speculation reports that 
British Columbia Hydro will 
increase its electrical rates 
bY 15 per cent and its natural 
gas rates by 30 to 40 per cent 
next year, and Premier Bill 
Bennett said he opposes any 
such increase. 
"This is strictly 
speculation at this point, 
based on an application by 
Westeoast Transmission for 
permission to increase its 
transmission prices," said 
Wolfe, a B.C. Hydro director. 
"This is far from being 
given any serious con- 
sideration by Hydro." 
Bennett said the suggested 
increases had not come from 
any meaningful source at 
Hydro. 
"I hope the .people 
wouldn't respond to 
something that I wouldn't 
give any credibility to," he 
said. 
Bennett said he still ex- 
CtS Hydro to he able to 
er the rates with the $60 
million a year it will save 
once the transit division is 
transferred to the Urban 
Transit Authority. 
The indicated percnntage 
increases were confirmed 
Wednesday by George 
Barnett,, Hydro manager of 
rates and costs. ~., ,';:" 
Rail hearing adjourned 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  A Canadian transport 
commision hearing into a CP 
Rail application to abandon 
a section of a rail line were 
adjourned Thursday to allow 
the British Columbia 
government to decide 
whether to seek an in- 
junction to stop the hearings. 
The hearing resumes 
today. 
Chairman J. M. Woodard 
"earlier uled that the 209.6- 
kilometre Carmi line bet- 
wocn Midway and Penticton 
is a branch line and not part 
of CP HaWs southern 
Canadian mainline route 
through B.C. 
Norman Tarnow of the 
B.C. attorney-general ' i  
ministry then asked for a 
postponment of the hearings 
to allow time to appeal the 
commission's decision to the 
Federal Court of Canada. 
Woodard ruled that the 
hearings wwould adjourn. 
Thursday to give Tarnow 
time to seek the injunction. 
Tarnow said he did not 
know if the government 
would seek the injunction but 
said that if the hearings were 
to continue and CP Rail were 
granted permission to 
abandon the line an appeal 
would follow. 
@ 
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of the Environment 
PUBUC NOTICE 
LEASE BY A0011011 
Notice is hereby given that the right to '  
acquire the lease-hold of 28 lots for 
RESIDENTIAL purposes and 14 lots for 
RESIDENTIAL and FARMING purposes 
located 3 kllometres North of Lakelse Lake 
will be determined by way of 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
to be held at 6:00 p.m. on Thursday, 
November 16, 1978 in the Lecture Theatre at 
Caledonia Senlor Secondary School, 3605 
Munroe' Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Further Information regarding the lands to 
be offered and the terms and conditions of 
leasehold should be obtained from the Land 
Commissioner (Government Agent), Prince 
Rupert, B.C. or the Land Management 
Branch, Ministry of the Environment, Second 
Floor, Court House, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Box 
3460, Smlthers, B.C. VOJ 2N0. 
Terms end conditions will also be an. 
nounced at the time of auction. 
W. R. REDEL 
Assistant Deputy Minister of 
the Environment 
Land and Water Management 
SMITHERS, B.C. 
October 4,1978 
FILE: 0324406 No. 2 
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Gr eening to run fo - board chair here again 
By Judy Vandergucht "The number of projecls Beverly Greening, is a "'We found it very con- work she did for the society "Yes, I think 1 will put all meeting will be held in the Commumty ~ervicea Society 
What does Chairman of the trove doubled since I became 
Board mean to the average chairman," Greening says, 
citizen? Most people would "'and of course my 
conjure up an image of a responsibility as chairman 
corpulent middle-aged has doubled also." 
executive, cigar in mouth, 
and invariably wealthy. Roy 
Greening doesn't fit this 
image and yet he is ehair-i 
man of a board that controls 
projects in excess of $t00,000. 
chairman of the board 
of. directors of Ten'ace & 
District Community Ser- 
vices Society, Roy Greening 
is responsible for such 
programs as Alcohol and 
Drug Commission, Com- 
mnnity Corrections Branch, 
Skeena Youth Incentive 
Program and Debt Coun- 
sellor to name a few. 
Reward 
for 
rustlers 
Greening, when not being 
a chairman, is a very busy 
prmclpaL of Thornhill 
Elementary School. In ad- 
dition to this he is the father 
of five children. His wife 
'troY GREENING 
teacher at Clarence Michiel 
School. 
"Ttze past few months 
have Ix~ea very trying time 
for the society due to two 
members of our executive 
being transferred out of 
Terrace. With a full com- 
plement of directors, 
everyone is responsible for a 
project -- as a re.suit ef the 
resignations the present 
direelors llave had to double 
up," said Greening. 
"To make matters worse," 
Greening continued, "three 
o{ the human resources 
projects, Meals on wheels, 
Volunteer Bureau and 
Emergency Homemakers 
Service were re-evaluated 
a,d we had to hire two new 
project managers. Two new 
projects .were added to the 
roster ecently when Canada 
Works funding went through 
for the Family Violence 
Committee and the Women's 
Growth Centre. We are 
presently advertising for 
project managers for these 
projects." 
The society handles the 
administration of the 
projects through their office 
located over Spee Dee 
Printers on Lazelle. Irene 
Gray works part time in the 
office from 9:30 a.m. to I 
p.m. Io handle telephol:e 
enquiries and keep the books 
straight. 
fusing to have tile society 
conduct their htminess in Ihe 
same offic~ as the 
Homemakers .~erviee 
Volunteer Bureau and Meals 
on Wb.eels," Greening went 
on td say. "We are very 
grateftil to Marg Langley 
(prewously co.ordinator of 
Ihe Ih, ee projects) for all the 
and all the extra •work she tl~at experience to good use 
did despite the heavy and seek re-election," 
schedule she handled; The Greening said. "We will be 
community needs more electing twelve directors at 
people like Marg." this meeting and we are 
With the annual general boping for a good turnout of 
meeting to be 'held on members and interested 
Monday Roy confirmed that members of the cam- 
he intended to run for the munity." 
chairmanship again. The annual general 
TERRACE DELIVERY SERVICE 
638-8387 
Are pleased to announce that we have exp~anded our 
servmos," We now offer: 
iSOTTLE PICKUP BEER DELIVEI¥ 
FAST FOOD BELIVBRY 
CONTRACT DIS11UBUTIION 
EMERGENCY DELIVERIES 
E~ocai Small & Large • 
Package Delivery 
~hone 638=~38Y daily from 9 a,m, Try Us You'll Like Us~ 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 7:30 p.m. If you feel as 
Greening does that the 
is providing necessary 
services to this community, 
plan to attend. 
3 Days Only 
LUOKY DAY SALE 
Starts Friday, Oct. 13 
~ ' ~ ' ~ ~  Ti mber la ndl~l'ral Isr Park . ,%,, . . . .  ./ 
J  AFTS 
SPECIALS INCLUDE 
Macrame Cord reg. 5.10 
Sa le 5.50 
Gemstone Earrings reg. 5.95 
Sa le 2.95 
Stock Reduced 
10% to 50% 
Shop Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday, Saturday & 
Sunday 
/;, 
'j 
") 
The B.C. Cattlemen's 
Association is paying a $5O0 
reward to a Salmon Arm 
man who provided in- 
formation leading to the 
conviction of a cattle rustler. 
George Farmer, Chair- 
man of the Cattlemen's 
Public Relations Committee, 
who made the nm, cuncement 
said today, that information 
given to the RCMP by David 
Norris led to positive 
identification of the man 
responsible for shooting a 
calf owned by Murray 
Campbell of Silver Creek. 
The informant's tip led 
police to a vehicle, parked on 
a Salmon Arm parking lot, 
which investigation proved 
to have been used in the calf 
killing and to the conviction 
~/the vehicle's owner. 
In Salmon Arm on July 6, 
1978, Provincial Court Judge 
Marvin Lundeen fined John 
Los Varga, 20, of Salmon 
Arm, $400 for the killing, 
ordered payment of $337.50 
restitution to the owner, and 
placed Varga on probation 
for one year. 
The decision of the Cat- 
tlemen's Committee to make 
the reward from its standing 
rewards fund, was supported 
by the North 0kanagan 
Livestock Association vf 
which Elmer "Davydgke;' bf
Enderby is President. 
A Pacific weather system 
crossing the northern B.C. 
coast will bring cloudy skies 
and periods of rain to the 
Ter race-K i t imat  area 
throughout the remainder of
today. 
Tomorrow, a weak ridge of 
high pressure will build 
along the coast, bringing an 
end to the steady rain. An 
onshore flow, however, will 
maintain cloudy skies and 
occas iona l  showers  
throughout the weekend, and 
temperatures should cool off 
slightly. 
This afternoon's expected 
nigh is I0 degrees Celsius, 
and tonight's low should be 
around 3 degrees Celsius. 
Tomorrow's high will drop 
to 8 degrees Celsius, and 
temperatures will probably 
fall clone to the freezing 
T int tomorrow night. For use planning to do any 
travelling over the weekend, 
there is a definite possibility 
of snow in the higher 
elevations. 
POLICE 
NEWS 
i l i i  
~mning Tractor, s ~ at 
1621 Keith was brosen n.u 
Wednesday night and a.easb, 
box and a small amount ot 
money were taken. Police 
~ay they have no suspects. 
Police are also looking for 
a number of youths involved 
in an incident at the offices of 
the KitimatTerrace Herald 
in which the glass in the front 
door was smashed. 
A staff member of the 
paper had attempted todeal 
with someone who was 
thought to be breaking into 
the building. Several others 
youths who had been 
hanging around on the street 
intervened and the glass in 
the door was kicked in. 
Immigratior, 
has said no 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)--. A 
federal  I mm~ II1RRt~ 
,slZkesman said Thursday 
the ministry will not acce~ 
the appointment ofa United 
States citizen as president of
Malaspiea College. 
Last winter British Columbia hit.-37°C 
What'ii it be this winter? 
Another ,push {_{)get or a loan. 
you Started... to get you going? 
If money is the only 
thing standing between 
you and a newer car, 
here's why you should 
talk to us about a 
Personal Loan. 
• Flexible interest 
lares. On approval 
we'll tailor a 
re.payment plan 
that won't strain 
your budget. 
• We'll make all the 
arrangements with 
you heroin you go 
car shopping. 
The money is ready 
when you are. 
• Get the whole 
amount you 
need, usually 
within 24 hours. 
ROYAL BAN K 
Serving you throughout British Columbia 
Page 4, The Herald, Friday. October 13. 1978 
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You have to give the pilots that fly into the 
Terrace airport credit, theY're pros. 
AS I was waiting to fly to Vancouver last 
weekend the assembled passengers heard the 
plane fly over but not land. There was a bit of a 
stir and some grumbling but we heard the plane I 
come back to make another fruitless pass. 
I Most of the passengers were seasoned travellers and were aware of the problems of geffing in here under the clouds. There was some complaining, mixed with the prayers that the 
pilot would make another attempt. Some of the 
rookie travellers started trying to find out what 
they were going to do. 
If you miss a flight because of weather, CP Air 
will confirm you on the next flight if there is 
spece available. They will bus passengers to 
Rupert or put on another flight if that is feasible. 
They try to do everything in their power to get 
you where you are going despite the weather. 
arriving at 8:10 p.m. via Prince Rupert as was 
printed on page 3 Tuesday). He explained the 
situation here. He said the pilot had a limit arid 
ti that if the clouds were below that it was up to his 
discretion as to whether to land or not. 
:=" Chettle told me that some of the very ex- 
perienced pilots know that they can land under 
conditions a less experienced pilot might not 
want to try. After all, a number of lives are at 
Stake and it Js the pilot's decision. You can't fault 
a pilot for being cautious and going by the book. 
The planes have enough fuel to make one pass 
here if they can't get in at Rupert, then they have 
to go back to Vancouver. If they know they can 
get In at Rupert they might make several passes 
lOoking for a hole or waiting for the cloud to lift 
as it fr.equently does. 
On the occasion when I was out at the airport, 
anxiously waiting for the plane to land, it made it 
in on the fourth pass. The plane seemed to drop 
Out of the sky, still banking slightly as though the 
pilot was still Iookinq for the landin¢l strip. 
I understand that the pilot was one of the 
veterans on this run and is completely familiar 
with conditions here. 
Cheftle explained that on the recent trip in 
which there was a problem, the plane was ac. 
fually struck by lightning as it was coming into 
Rupert. At the same time the landing lights on 
the airport went out. The plane, as I understand 
It, was unable to land in Terrace. It finally ended 
up in Prince George. The lightning, of course, 
tomper arily put a good deal of the plane's 
electronics out of order, so the,pilot was flying 
mostly with his skill. 
As the plane I was waiting for made if in, and if 
they get in they always seem to get out again, I 
got to Vancouver where I participated in a 
mugging. That, however, is: material for the next 
column. 
3 
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"Te l l  Lougheed my office door's always open - -  so if he could ge/ some tools' and 
fix it, I 'd appreciate it." 
1 
OR ARE THEY? 
In this case the pilot made a third pass, this 
time coming right .down almost out of the low- 
lying clouds to get a look at the airport. As he 
pulled back up, spirits lifted too. He seemed to be 
doing everything possible to get in. TORONTO (CP) -- If 
CP Air Manager  Peter  Chettle, was in the popularity in municipal 
Herald office asking If we could correct  an error  politics means anything, you 
in a story about flight schedules (On Tuesday can forget about holding 
and Wednesday, the evening"flight arrives at federal byelectionsOet. 16 in 
three Metro Toronto ridings 
8 : i0  p.m. to depart  at 8:35 p.m. arr iv ing in and wrap them up now for 
Vancouver at 10:45 p.m. via Prince Rupert - -  not delivery. 
Toronto ridings sewn up 
That would be two for the 
Liberals and one for the Pro- 
gressive Conservatives. 
But don't bet those results 
automat ica l ly .  The 
byelections are on, and 
candidates from all parties 
in the three ridings are 
talking up a storm of con- 
fidence. 
The ridings are York- 
Scarboroagh, sprawled over 
Metro's northeast corner 
and Canada's largest single 
riding with 160,000 voters, 
Broadview in Toronto's east- 
central area and Parkdale in 
the west.central section. 
The candidates with the 
h igh leve l  mun ic ipa l  
backgrounds are: 
--Paul Cosgrove, Liberal 
in York-Searborough, mayor 
in the borough of Scar- 
borough for the last six 
years; 
--Art Eggleton, Liberal in 
Parkdale, nine years 
alderman for Ward 9, which 
makes up one-third of the 
federal riding, six years 
chief of Toronto's $210.4- 
million budget; 
--Tom Clifford, Con- 
servative in Broadview, 14 
years alderman for Ward 8, 
which takes in two-thirds of 
the federal riding. 
Cosgrove in York- 
Scarborough and Eggleton in 
Parkdale have the ad- 
vantage of running in 
established Liberal ridings. 
Clifford in Broadview is 
trying to take away a 
Iongtime NDP seat. 
York-Searborough, in 
addition to being Canada's 
largest riding, has a 
reputation for being a bell- 
wether for voters. In nine 
elections since the riding 
was created in 1952, voters 
always have been on the 
winning side. 
The riding is so big that 
Paul McCrossan, the Con- 
servative candidate who has 
been knocking on doors fur 
three months, says an in- 
dividual can't have much 
impact on voters. 
As a result, the three 
major parties have armies 
out pushing literature and 
lawn signs and organizing 
car pods on voting day to get 
people to the polls. More 
than 3,000 workers, mostly 
volunteers, have been used. 
O~sgrove agrees that his 
having been mayor should 
give him a big identification 
boost in part of the riding-- 
Scarborough makes up about 
60 per cent of its total area. 
There's one area of agree- 
ment between MeCrossan, a
36-year-old insurance ac- 
tuary, and the NDP can- 
didate, Ivan Jones, 37, an 
accountant. Both say there is 
a strong feeling against 
Prime Minister Trudeau. 
McCrossan was also 
buoyed by the announcement 
of his party's proposal to 
allow partial writeoffs of 
mortgage payments against 
personal income taxes. 
"There are a lot of houses 
out there with mortgages, 
and a lot of high.rise apart- 
ments filled with people 
wanting to buy houses," he 
says. "How do you expect 
them to react?" 
Cosgrove on the other 
hand, says fewer than five 
per cent of the people he has 
talked to have had anything 
to say against Trudeau. 
Jonas crltteizcs his two 
opponents for trying to 
appeal to what he calls the 
right wing element abroad in 
Canada at the moment: 
"They're trying to blame 
the country's problems on 
the unemployed and the 
anions," he says. 
The NDP admits it has an 
uphill struggle in the riding. 
it came a poor third in the 
1974 general election. 
Liberal Robert Stanbury, 
who quit to return to private 
business, won with 47,500 
votes; the Tories got 38.700 
and the NDP 11.500• 
In Parkdale, the Liberals 
are happily confident• 
In addition to his own 
municipal popularity, 
Eggleton has the advantage 
of running in a riding with a 
strong Liberal tradition. 
Stanley Haidasz, now a 
senator, held it from 1962. 
winning the last time with 
13,100 votes while the Con• 
servatives got 7o100 and the 
NDP 4,400. 
Conservative Yuri Shymko 
and NDP candidate Doug 
Little-both teadaer's--say 
the heavy Liberal vote in 
recent elections was a 
reflection of Haidasz's 
personal popularity. 
'q don't think there's any 
question there's a hugo anli- 
government vote out tlsere," 
says Little. "'The only real 
question is who's g, ing to be, 
the recipient." 
Shymko says that 
Eggleton has made the 
biggest mistake of his life by 
tying his campaign io 
Trudeau. 
Egglelon says he's provd 
to have his campaign tied '.o 
Ihe prime minister. 
"Sure, there's ome anti- 
Trudeau stuff but 1 think it's 
over-rated and over- 
exaggerated." 
In Broadview, the NDI' 
has had a determined 
campaign to hold the riding 
won in 1974 by Jolm Gilbert, 
m~wa judge, with 9,400 votes. 
the Conservatives 5,600. 
R.unning for the NDP this 
lime is Bt)t~ Rae, a 3O-yeer- 
~,ld articling lawyer and a 
Rhodes cholar. 
He has been operating a
strcet-frortt office for most of 
the year to help people with 
their pr.blems and says the 
reaction he has found 
against Trudeau is ex- 
t ra.rdinary. 
"There's a sense • of 
complete disillusiofiment 
with Ihe gtwernment. I  goes 
back re wage-andprice 
controls--Trudeau got a lot 
t~f support here last lime by 
Ul~P.sing them, then he 
sltaftca:l the people." 
Clifford I!opes his 
i~Jpular!ty as an alderman 
will translate into federal 
vote.~. 
He ran federally in 1972 
and h,sl by 1,200 votes to 
NDPer Gilberl. but says the 
votes went to Gilbert 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
OTTAWA - Simply be~:ause Prime Minister 
Trudeau and Treasury Board President Robert 
Andras say that federal sp~ding is being cut bY 
• $2.5 billion doesn't make Wso. : 
in tt~e first place, the'cut, they said, sort of 
giossinq it over, is to be spread between now and 
the ena of what they call the "1979.80 fisc~! 
year." 
Which means, in the federal system of 
bookkeepifig, by March 31 of 1980~ 
So the very timing of it --'stretched out over 
the next year and ahalf - -  even to the trlJstl~'~ 
taxpayer makes it a bit " i f fy. , .  . 
For one thing, unless the federal Liberals 
proclaim their self-perceived divine-right-to:rule 
as law, an election Will intrude~ 
And even if the Liberals should win it --  which, 
in the present anti.government mood pervadin, g
the nation as manifest in recent political ele.~" 
lions, could be a toss-up --  things will not be t~e 
same. 
Liberals coming out of an election - -  like apy 
government retaining power - -a re  seldom t~ 
same as they were when campaigning. 
Priorities change. Promises, well yo u know . ,
political pledges. 
And if the Liberals slmuld lose, the whole game 
- -  and all the players - -  will change along with 
what happens by March 31 of 1980. 
That's the first of the big " i t s "  in the com!l!g 
year.and.a.half, two.and-a-half-billion dollar 
chop. 
The second --  and perhaps bigger " i f"  - -  in the 
now.you.see.it and by.March.of.1980-you~don't -~ 
is that even cuts on the modest scale currently 
promised by Trudeau, Andras and Company are 
• by no means guaranteed. 
Modest, because $2.5 billion out of a better than 
a proiected $53.5 billion is little more than a nick, 
not a cut. 
Nobody's bleeding, although from the screams 
you hear bouncing off the bureaucratic wallsi! 
you might think this was a slaughter house. 
The Liberals had 8,-100 and And likely few will be bleeding. 
There's lust too much administrative 
• protection against any real damage to allow 
any mater surgery on the overfed and over; 
because he was so well 
known. 
Now, he says, he's going 
agai~$~ an unknown. 
He also finds a large anti- 
Trudeau and anti- 
gtwcrnment feeling. 
His officials also hope to 
bent, fit from a sharp split 
among Ihe Liberals. 
Philipp Valcris is the 
Liberal candidate, but he 
had a iough fight to win the 
hi,ruination from Lou 
Yankou. who ran in 1974. 
V, aleris, a 41-year-old 
~ecotmtant, is a native of 
t.~reece and came to Canada 
ill 1969, 
He has w,rked closely with 
im:nigtat:t.~ in the riding for 
yeats, helping tllezn through 
the :~aze of government 
papet'wot k they find 
them.,~elves invtdved with. 
I~e figures that 
background gives him an 
advantage in the voting. 
Iona comments  on gun contro l  
it is impractical to obtain a warrant. This ex. 
traordinary power is balanced w i th  the 
requirement that police must furnish an tin. 
mediate report to a magistrate in such cases, 
whether or not anything is seized• If is the aim of 
this provision to allow police to intervene in 
incidents - -  such as severe domestic agruments 
--where life is being threatened, and hopefully 
through this to reduce the number of tragic 
killings which occur as a result of emotional 
Instability. 
Two other sections of the new law, dealing with 
Firearms Acquisition Certif!cates and the 
operation of firearms businesses will be brought 
into effect in January 1979. These sections have 
been delayed in order to allow for consultation 
and co.ordination with provincia! authorities and 
training of police officials. I will discuss these 
sections in detail in a report to you clo=~:: to the 
time of their introduction. 
One point I wish to make fulty clear, however, 
is that this new law doe~ r, of require the 
registration of ordinary sporfinq and hunting 
It has now been over a year since Parliament 
approved legislation revising Canada's gun 
control laws. And - -d i re  predictions and sen- 
sationallst scare stories to the contrary - -  the 
roof has not fallen in on the responsible hunters 
.and firearms collectors of our country. In fact, 
for these responsible community members, very 
Iiflle has changed. 
What has changed, however, is the access to 
firearms allowed to persons who use them for 
a'lmlnel purposes or who have a strong record of 
mental or emotional instability. These stops are 
consistent with the government's determination 
to seem the Increasing tendency to use guns in 
crimes and to reduce the unacceptable toll of 
deaths and in jur ies -  accidental or otherwise- 
which result from the Irresponsible or accidental 
misuse of firearms. With the exception of the 
provisions for the Firearms Acquisition Cer- 
tificate and the Business Permit system, which 
have been delayed for one year, the new laws 
came into effect on January 1, 1978. 
Significant changes have been made to the 
restricted weapons system and the detlnition of 
restricted and prohibited weapons. Controls in 
this regard are much tighter than before, but 
persons with legitimate reasons will still be able 
to obtain restricted weapons. The criteria of 
need include the protection of life, use in a lawful 
profession or occupation, use in target practice, 
as part of a bona fide collection, or as a relic. 
Handguns are restricted weapons - -and have 
been so in Canada since 1934. 
Severe penalties for the criminal use of 
firearms are an important feature of the new 
laws. 
Use of a firearm while committing or at- 
tempting to commit an indictable offence now 
carries a mandatory prison sentence of one to 
fourteen years, and this sentence must be served 
consecutively to any other prison sentence 
imposed. 
Carrying a concealed weapon or possesslng'a 
prohibited or unregistered restricted weapon Is 
punishable by up to five years' Imprisonment. 
Police now have the power to search for and 
seize weapons without a search warrant If there 
IS immediate danger to the safety of a person and 
weight federal spending body. 
Like the emergency measures taken for the 
5,000 public servants whose jobs are supposed to. 
go. 
They have been given a monopoly On any new 
government jobs that come up. 
Nobody else need apply. 
..And if things don't work 6~t as th~;':publlc 
service demands - -  not just Its monopoly, but I~ 
preferred pay and privileges position as com. 
pared to business and Industry -- well, they'll 
strike, of course. 
Resistance to spending cuts is always fierce 
from interests, both in and outside of govern -• 
ment, that benefit from high and rising spending. 
Bigger and better spending has been the 
government way of life for so ready years now 
that a secondary Industry of sorts has been based 
upon federal spending. " 
The civil service and its unions, of course - -  
the artistic and cultural community - - the  
federal welfare establishment --  some of the 
provincial governments -- certain Industrles, 
especially subsidized housidg - -  and not only 
Parliament itself, but even powerful elements In 
both the Conservative and yes, the Liberal 
Ca UCUSeS. 
In this particular situation, the last shall be 
first. 
Trudeau, Andras and Company may ignore or 
partially appease some other protesting in- 
terests, but not Parliament. 
• Can't you hear all those Honorable Members 
and Senators crying about the human havoc 
these still larclely illusory cuts are causing? 
First to the wailing wall, of course, will be the 
New Democrats, closely followed by the 
Liberals and Conservatives frantically elbowing 
for space on the newspages, and airtime on radio 
and TV. 
So, compromises there will have to be. AS 
always. 
a 
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from Ottawa 
ioua Ca,,,pagoolo, M.P. 
weapons, and the government has absolutely no 
intention of introducing such a registration 
process. 
The Constitutional amendments proposed by 
the Prime Minister in no way abolish the 
Monarchy or reduce the effective authority of 
the Queen. In fact, Her Majesty's current role as 
symbolic head of state in Canada will be en- 
shrined in the constitution based on the current 
practice In Canada wherein the Queen acts as 
Head of State while in Canada and the Governor 
General exercises her powers when she is not in 
the country. This is a formalization and af- 
firmation of the role played by the Queen in 
Canada today. 
CP Air fl ight 
correct ion 
The Herald I=rldav • October 13, 1978, Page $ 
in a story about he CP Air 
schedule published Oct. tO it 
was stated that on Tuesday 
and Wednesday the evcniug 
flight arrives at 8:l0 p.m. via 
Prince Rupert. That was an 
error. 
On Tuesday and Wed- 
nesday, the evening flight 
arrives at 8:l0 p.m. to depart 
at 8:35 p.m. arriving in 
Vancouver at 10:45 p.m. via 
Prince Rupert. 
l"he"Scottish Baroque Ensemble, one of Scotland's finest Canada is co.ordinated by the Touring Office of the Canada 
musical groups will perform at the R.E.M. Theatre fhis Council. 
coming Wednesday. Part of a cultural exchange, their tour in 
Classical music  comes to Terrace 
The Scottish Baroque 
F,~semble, making its first 
to~ of Canada, will appear 
0t the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Wednesday, Oct. 18 begin- 
mMg at eight o'clock, 
The group which was 
formed by violinist Leonard 
Friedman is modelled after 
Im 18th century orchestra 
and performs without a 
conductor. 
The Edinburgh-based 
Scottish Baroque Ensemble 
receives high praise from 
critics wherever it appears. 
In addition to its many 
performances in Scotland 
and England, the group has 
toured Portugal, Germany 
and the United States. 
Outspoken stars 
meet a°blacklist 
.;. .A~ ~. (~.~ .~i'~t land[Bcmaf'd Slade; to'go to 
~ '~an perPormers u~ the U.S. 
as Percy Saltzman who are In spite of CBC prcsident 
~tapokan in their criticism AI Johnson's tatement • hat 
of the CBC are being more Canadian program- 
blacklisted by certain corpo- ruing was needed on 
ration producers, the television, some producers 
Canadian Radio-television persist in hiring American 
and Telecommunications actors and actresses for 
Commission was told chiefly Canadian plays. 
Thursday. .. He noted' that ACTRA 
• Ben Nobleman, a Toronto members had to picket the 
alderman and a member of CBC to prevent i from hiring 
the Association of Canadian a U.S. actress to play the role 
Television and Radio Actors, of Canadian suffragette 
said there were other well. Nellie McCluag. The part 
known performers who was played by Canadian 
haven't been working for the Kate Reid. 
CBC for three to five years Nobleman said that ff CBC 
and whoare convinced they producers fail to follow 
are being blacklisted. But Johnson's policy, they should 
[hey didn't want their names be forced to resign. 
made public. He cited 90 Minutes Live as  
Saltzman, a featured per- an example of a television 
former on a number of CBC program which does not 
programs, hasn't worked for showcase Canadian talent. 
the corporation for five "American guests uch as 
years, Nobleman said. groupie Cherry Vanilla, 
Ran Fraser, CBC vice- pornography star Harry 
president for corporate Rectus and LSD advocate 
affairs, denied in a later Dr. Timothy O'Leary were 
interview the existence of a featured for no valid 
such a list. reason," he said 
Nobleman said "if the Hurts your 
blacklisting is not discon- 
tinued, our society will 
request Canada's Human teeth too 
Rights  Commiss ioner  QUEBEC (CP) - -  Bran- 
Gordon Fairweather to in- dishing a Caramilk 
vestigate the sitdation." chocolate bar, Maurice 
Nobleman was presenting Bellemare, Quebec Union 
a brief to the commission Nationale House leader, 
hearings on CBC licenoes on called Thursday on the 
behalf of a group named the national assembly to ban the 
Society for the Recognition sale of Cadbury candy 
Of Canadian Talents. products in the assembly's 
restaurant and cafeteria. 
He said CBC producers The Patti Quebecois has 
' and officials have failed to joined the province's labor 
advertise and promote, union in a boycott of Cadbory 
Canadian talent and this has products because of the corn- 
led a large number of per- pany's decision to close its 
• formers, such as Monty Hall, aging Montreal plant next 
Arthur Hiller, Larry Mann month. ~ 
Wagon Days 
° . . ,  
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ 4912 Hwy, 16 Ter--'.e, B.C. VllO 11.11 
L~14171 
Dealer Llcanco Number 020~A 
t - tOND, ,~ Test drivea ~todav .  
In W/4, in recognition of first t ime an orchestra in 
Leonard Fr iedman's  con- Scotland was so honored. 
tribution to the development Arrangements for the 
of music in Scotland, BRH Western Canada tour of the 
Prince Phillip consented to Scottish Baroque Ensemble 
become Honorary Patron of were made by the touring 
the ensemble. This was the office of the Canada Council 
as part of a cultural ex- 
change which will take the 
Purcell String Quartet to 
Britain in 1979. 
Tickets for the per- 
formance are available at 
the door. 
. . . . .  The third in a series of MB reports: . . . .  %< : ,.,..~' , ~ . . . .  ' 
~ T ~ h c "  " :";: wor ld '  ..... ••' " ' r kc t '  ' ' * ...... not "  . . . .  : •  ma -is 
l fore "' " gle. a st, its a jun 
H e r d s  how our . So are their equipment 
costs and taxes. The answi~r for 
we plan to 
compete.  
Better tools, lower costs. 
In our last report, we told you 
that MB is spending more than 
$450 million over five years to 
streamline our facilities. We al,:~, 
told you why. Better tools for 
our employees mean lower pro- 
duction costs. A~ad that"." what 
we.must have to compete effec- 
tively in international markets. 
B.C. lives byexports. 
There's no way Canada could 
ever consume all the products 
British Columbia's vast forests 
can produce. So we have to sell 
about 80% of /hem in world 
markets. 
It's. a jungle out them. 
Our chief competitors are in the 
U.S.-the Pacific Northwest and 
the Southern states. They start 
out with an edge. Right now 
their labour costs are lower than 
us has to be improved efficiency 
and higher productivity, more 
value from each log. That's what 
our equipment investments are 
des igned  to ach ieve.  
Innovation, conservat bn. 
Some of the "hardware" we're 
!'~~:) ing  app l ies  rad ica l ly  nc ,v  
technology to save both man- 
hours and •materials. There's a 
new saw linked to a computer 
that. scans each log and auto- 
matically makes up its "mind" 
about the best way to cut it. One 
power boiler cost us $22 million 
--but it will save up to a quarter- 
million barrels of oil each year 
by burning low-grade wood 
waste. 
One key to secure jobs. 
The dollars, pounds, marks, 
francs and yen that come to B,C. 
in exchange for our forest pro- 
ducts are one key to more secure 
jobs. Jobs not only for MB 
people, but for 
many other 
British Columbians. 
MacMillan Bloedel 
• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - [  . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . .  
. ,  , . ; ,~  , : ;~ . . t ,~p . j  ; :~ l t t  o l  IOHI 
t t , ,) 
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ORTS / Hockey I More Minor skeds TERRACE-KITIMAT S p 
 cdIM hc ,cilcl RUGSDlVlSION ' ~ i i i i ;~ i ; i : i i l TY  ITl~p TEAM' i lEDI JLE th Ch er,j Smithers Peewees & Midgets 
• wn ris Port ALL GAMES PLAYED ON at Prince Rupert - Sat. 3 - 7 
SATURDAY AT  2 PM * p.m. Sunday 6 - 10 a.m. 
NOTE Kitimat Bantams 
and Pups at Smithers cannot 
DATE TEAMS at Prince Rupert - Sat. 3 - 7 be played as Totems holding 
DESPITE G R I M  S I T U A T I O N  Ocl. 14 vs Firefighters. Smith~rr..qantams& Pupsat re-scheduled Nov. 10- 11 if Chipmunks vs Elks, Legion p.m. Sunday 6.10 a.m. big tournament. This game 
Nettles a clubhouse comic 
NEW YORK (AP) -- When 
your team is frustrated, sore 
and hurting, what it needs is 
a tickle on the funnybone, 
says Graig Nettles, the New 
'York Yankees star third 
baseman. 
If RUn Guidry's arm and 
Reggie Jackson's bat ean't 
bring the Yankees out of 
opening ame and beaten 4-3 
in the second game in Los 
Angeles, Nettles told his 
dejected teammates: 
"We've got 'era where we 
want 'em. We've got 'em 
overconfident and tired-- 
tired of running around all 
those bases." 
Grim and uptight at the 
their World Series doldrums, first, the Yankees couldn't 
they still have Nettles's resist a healthy laugh. The 
sharp 'wit in reserve, tension was broken. 
Mter the Yankees had "You can't let it get you 
been pummeled 11-5 in the down--youcan'ttmdowhat's 
Tw/n  
• ~ 4720 LAKELSE AVE, PHONE 638-8111 
• * SHOWING AT 8 P.M. • 
OOTOBER 14 "Oonvo/" 
OOTOBER 15-17 "Alphie Darling" 
already been done" Nettles 
said. "So the best thing to do 
is forget and look to the next 
game. Otherwise, you just 
frustrated yourself and 
make it worse. 
Nettles keeps dropping 
quips even when things get 
darkest, and they've hardly 
been darker for the Yankees. 
They• played the second 
game without centre fielder 
Mickey Rivers and first 
baseman Chris Chambliss, 
both ailing, and with a 
suspect Cy Young winning 
reliever, Sparky Lyle, 
suffering a groin injury. 
Also, their pitching 
rotation has been thrown out 
of gear by the divisional title 
playoff game wih Boston, 
'depriving them of Guidry, 
25-3, for the early World 
Series game. 
"I enjoy playing in Los 
Angeles," Nettles said, 
assuring his team-mates 
that the Series definitely 
would return to the West 
Coast, "It's the only place I 
can see all those 1956 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 28 
His locker is next to that of 
Lyle, the seldom used Nov. 4 
reliever who was voted the 
American League's best Nov. 11 
pitcher for the 1977 season. 
"What a difference a year Nov. 18 
makes," he remarked within 
Lyle's earshot. "Last year Nov. 25 
Cy Young. This year, Dec. 2 
sayonara." 
There also ' was his 
rejoinder in the midddle of Dec. 9 
the season when the Billy 
Martin.Reggie. Jackson- Dec. I6 
George Steinbreuner con- 
troversy was boiling hot: "Dec. 23 
"Every kid wants to grow 
up to play baseball for the 
Yankees or join the circus. 
I'm lucky, l've got both." 
When club owner Stein- 
brenner fined him and four 
other Yankees for skipping a
civic luncheon, Nettles 
quipped: 
" I 'm signed to play Oct. 7 
baseball, If George wanted 
somebody to attend lun- 
cheons he shouida got 
Georgie Jessei." Oct. 14 
Once when the team bus 
stopped at a drug store, 
Chipmunks vs Firefighters, 
Legion vs Elks. 
Legion vs Chipmunks, 
Firefighters vs Elks. 
Elks vs Chipmunks, 
Firefighters vs Legion. 
Firefighters vs Chipmunks, 
Elks vs Legion. 
Legion vs Chipmunks, 
Firefighters vs Elks. 
Chipmunks vs Elks, Legion 
vs Firefighters. 
Chipmunks vs Firefighters, 
Legion vs Elks. 
Legion vs Chipmunks, 
Firefighters vs Elks. 
Elks! vs Chipmunks, 
Fire fighters vs Legion. 
Firefighters vs Chip- 
monks,Elks vs Legion. 
PEEWEE DIVISION 
ALL GAMES PLAYED ON 
SATURDAY 
TEAMS AND TIME 
DATE. 
Skoghind vs Twin River, 3 
pro. Rouw Bros. vs 
Rotary, 4 pm. Bytown Diesel 
vs Pup Reps, 5 pro. 
PUp Reps vs Rouw Bros., 3 
pm. ,Bytown Diesel vs 
Skogland, 4pro. Twin River 
vs Rotary, 5 pm. 
Terrace- Fr. 8- 12 mid. Sat. 
tO a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Prince Rupert Bantams & 
Pups at Kitimat - Fr. 8:30 - 
mid. Sat. 3:15 - 8:15 p.m. 
OCT. 20 - 22 
Prince Rupert Bantams & 
Pups at Smithers - Sat. 6:30 - 
10:30 p.m. Sunday 8a.m. - 12 
noon. 
Smithers Peewees & Midgets 
at Kitimat - Sat. 3:15 - 8:15 
p.m. Sunday 7:45 a.m.- 12:45 
p.m. 
Kitimat Bantams & Pups at 
Terrace - Fr. 8 - 12 mid. Sat. 
l0 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Terrace Peewees & Midgets 
at Prince Rupert - Fri. 8 - 12 
mid. Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
OCT. 27- 29 
Kitimat Peewees & Midgets 
at Smithers - Sat. 3:30 - 7 
p.m. Sat. B a.m. - 12 noon. 
Terrace .Bantams & Pups at 
Prince Rupert :- Fri. 8 - 12 
Sat. to a.m, - 2 p,m, 
Prince Rupert Peewees & 
Midgets at Terrace - Fri, 8 : 
12. Sat. t0 a.m. - 2 p,m. 
Smithers Bantams &,Pups at 
Kitimat - Sat. 3:15 - 8:15, 
Sun. 7:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 
NOV. 3 - 5 
Terrace Peewees & Midgets 
teams agreeable, ff not, 
make other arrangements. 
NOV. tO- 12 
FREE WEEKEND excepl 
as noted above. 
NOV. t7 - 19 
Terrace Bantams & Pups at 
Smithers - Sat. 6:30 - 10:30 
p.m. Sunday 8a.m. - 12 noon. 
Kitimat Bantams & Pups at 
Prince Rupert- Sat. 3-7 p.m. 
Sunday 7 - 10 a.m. 
Smithers Peewees &Midgets 
at Terrace - Friday 8 - 12 
mid. Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Prince Rupert Peewees & 
Midgets at Kitimat -Sat. 3:15 
-8:t5 p.m. Sunday 7:4S a.m. -
12:45 p.m. 
NOV. 24 • 26 
Prince Rupert Peewees & 
Midgets at Smithers - Sat. 
6:30 p.m.- 10:30 p.m. Sunday 
8 a.m. - 12 noon. 
Smithers Bantams &Pups at 
Prince Rupert- Sat. 3-7 p.m. 
Sunday 6 - 10 a.m. 
Kitimat Peewees & Midgets 
at Terrace - Fri. S - 12 mid. 
Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Terrace Bantams & Pups at 
Kit imat- Sat. 3:15 - 8:15. 
Sunday 7:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 
Chevies. Every Mexican has someone asked: Oct, 21 Twin River vs Bytown at Kitimat - Sat. 3:15 - 8:L5 SUNDAY, DEC. 3 
. . . .  ~ a '56 Chew . . . .  What are we stopping Diesel, 3 pro. Rotary vs Pup p.m. Sunday 7:45 a.m. - 12:45 Minor . . . . . . . . .  Hockey Reps will 
- -I, s. ,, Reps, 4 pro. Skogland vs p.m. meet at t;~'Tl'L Terrace, at 00TOBEll 18-Zl ~ Nettles, a handsome 6- here for? Rouw Bros., 5 pro. Prince Rupert Bantams & 10 a.m. to discuss what has 
. . . . . . . .  , - , - -  -a - - - I ,  "~ footer out of San Diego, tins . Lem has to. get two OCt. 28 Rotary vs Skoglund, 3 pm. Pups at Terrace-.Friday 8-  wm nannennum urt:. ha'p" 'pe eds°-fart"a~'d what 
7. " ' /no  uuaay ne l ly  o lor]r  ~ become legendary for his batteries for nis nose," 
- - ~ one-line m~im. not all of Nettles said, referring to Rouw Bros. vs Bytown 12. Sat. lO a .m. -2  p.m. t,, . 
" ~ them nimbi a'way from his manager Bob Lemon's Diesel, 4 pro. Twin River vs 
• g .W team-mates, bulbous nose. Pup Reps, 5 pro. ~ 7" ] ! ' t , I 1 
O0TOBER 14 . Nov. 4 Twin River vs Rouw Bros., 3 l l / e l  I r  . 'm,, ' . ' rn .h l l z '~ .Om|hA l l  
_ .~ . I  " pm. SkoglundvsPupReps, 4 ~YV OL~.~ LU l l  .J,P.S..rk~L., Sat ~,,,=.v.== 
i "The Savage Wild" Yankees  favored .o.,,...,,,w.. . . . . .  . _ _  . Diesel, 5pro.  - _ l~  tomorrow morn ing  
"~ "It - ~ov. II Bytown uiesei vs r'up Lteps, 
"~ .it ~, .~n :oo,, rap~ Har- Odds for the best-of-seven 3 pm Skogland vs Twin . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  --  ' • " t _. . . _ .  ' Skeena Jr. Secondary course starts at Skeena Jr. "~ • .It ..=.,_ ,, .... ~ . . . . .  a ~,,,,,-~= series will remain what hey tlwer, ~ pm Kotary vs ,-=, = ~.v  . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . .  _ _ : " Sclit~d will be the scene of Secondary School. Fr~ • ~ ~ Book ,,ave New York were when thefnrst ball was ttouw ores,  b pm " ai th' OOTOBER 14 Yankees~ the benefit of the thrown Tuesda.y night . . . . . .  Nov. 18 TWin_ mver'vs-~t°tarY'- "" _ a- pm~ weekend,mUch activitYwith eag'studentsn =s Lanfearthere Hill,Studentsturn leftg° 
dO'L--O . . . .  11 4( home field Thursday and .  t~pKe~.~oSw~n°U~i~S',vs ho ting avolleyballplayday, McConnell, and follow U 
lnO owarm ~ pieked the Yankees as lO-to- I I pm y ^. ' .  . _  and holding the annual Walk- street to the Northw 
• ~ ~ 17 favorites to win tonight's I ~ I J [  } I~f lN  I bKOglUna, :~ pm R,m Bike a '~' . . . . . . .  
Nov. 25 Skogluna vs ttouw urea., ~ ,h. .  fnlinw ICnlum lJ nnTnaER 16-11 ; third game of major league | ,=eev=,=- -~ [ . . _ '  . . . . .  - -, ..... t~ommu ity t=ollege, n 
- - - - -  q~ baseball's World Series. I DD I r ' r 'C  I p m. Twin River vs Bytown Tlm volleyball playday ~.'t~'a'd t'o'l~ahiweES't ", f~ 
i i l nm.s  |1,119' ~ The Yankees return home l i~ l~ l l~[@ I u~esei,' qpm. ttotary vs rup  gets underway Saturday Halliwell to Kahim, go b= 
.~ mus,s~ , ,=, ,  "~ smarting from consecutive I ~ | tieps 5 pm • t¢ . . . . . . .  ,, ~ ~,= .~ losses to Los Angeles SAN ANTONIO, Texas , • morning at 10 o'clock at both down the Kalum St. hill, tl 
Dec. 2 Twin River vs Pup Reps, 3 Skeena Jr. Secondary left at Lakelse Ave., w 
U~IUUIRN I § -~ l  . .W Dodgers in the first two (AP) -- Freeagent forward pro. Rotary vs Skogland, 4 Scho.I, and Caledon!a Sr. from !here to the Thorn 
o a~v~'~v~:,~, " ~"':~=. :,: • games of the series on the Glenn Morley was waived 
] "~a~,~l [  S loop , ,~ . ~  . . . . . .  :~ 4t west coast. Harrah's odds Wednesday by San Antonio pro. Rouw Bros. vs Bytown Secondary School. Tile Jr. A Golf Course, then walk 
J~..t..t..~.*~,~.~'~.k,k,~'~:~.~*~#~*****~ on the Dodgers in tonight's Spurs, bringing the team to Diesel, 5 pm. boys and girls teams will be run back to Skeena 
Dec. 9 Rotary vs Bytown Diesel, 3 playing at Skeena, and the Secondary School. The 
. . . . . . . . .  game are 3 to 2. the l l -player National pro. Twin River vs Rouw Jr. B boys and girls games speed bikers will cover 
g",'---"~.;' ... - ..~ z. ~.. p.~ The odds mean a $17 bet on BasketballAssooiationlimit. Bros., 4 pro. Skoglund vs will bc taking place at route twice. Anew 10-sp 
[[ " I[ the Yankees would return Morley is a former No. 1 
[L j j  $27 if they win. A $2 bet on ,dr.aft pick of Philadelphia Pup Reps, 5 pm. Caledonia. Teams from bicycle will be awarded 
m 'It the Dodgers would be worth 76ers, who waived him last Dec. 16 PUp Reps vs Rouw Bros., 3 Mount Elizabeth School in the student who collects 
II $~ if they come on top. season. Skoglund, 4pro. Twin River School and Prince Rupert vroceeds go to the Ann 
li out pro. Bytown Diesel vs Kitimat, Booth Memorial most in pledges, 
t HOTIL  T E PLACE FOR II 1 ~ ~ [---'~ ~-'~ . . .  t ,jr/ 'jr ,k,A..,drA'.4t lk .'k'Jrk. IllUTR[ ..oo,," I]ff/~']i]~]~l'lll'fAt]ffl'~'l]Dl'AV rvl .ErT "~'~" s z. LI ¢~1 t ~ d '~ ' ld l  " ' z,~ ,.-. i .~ ~, ,~ ~ ' i "  ~ "~ vsl~otary, 5pm.L , . z  . .~ "ll'~ ~ll df'~d ~l~ Senior Secondary Sch~l in blub and towards' I n l p e t i n g  High K twanga Elementary jr.r'ri CeschoolinRnpert'the playday.Wilas be w llcom.aS sponsored muralwish If you t do ctivitieS.have a so, student,there not aSis.i 
[~ WEDDING RECEPTIONS ~l 11 ~ rnooco  ~ VV 4~l ,g~L l . l . J t  g~l . , , I ,O  I [ ,~( i .~. ,~. .~ AI least fifty students will time. Just contact 'I . L  be participating in the an- Watkinson before 3:30 P 
PRIVATE PARTIES li Hidden somewhere"  ~in the  ] VIRGINIA WATER, the 14-year-old tournament, nual Walk-Run-Bike-a-then, at Skeena Jr. Second 
England (AP) - -  Tom beating the previous biggest also getting underway at School, 635-9136, and he 
~ BANQUETS 1 [ ~ i WatsonroutedDaleHayesof defeat of l0 and 9 ad. Skeena at 10:00 A.M. be glad to accept y 
CATERING paper are two Terreee South Africa 11 and 9 ministered by Gary Player Saturday. The 20 mile pledge. 
phone Bumbers, SPACE AVAILABLE Thursday in the 36-hole of South Africa to Jean " HECTORS ~4= openiug round of the $260,000 Garaialde of France nine ~ • t l l  1 
wurld match play golf cham- years ago. I~'dl~l'edr'~l~f"~ d~' i ' l  I i . i F1F l lo~l  
I I  .";. ] ] ~  pionship. . . . . . . . .  . J .K . , , J L~, , , J Lq . j  i~ l , .1 . . LL  J . l . . l~ IL JL  
F indthem,  and if one is yours you've :~ The score was a record for watsons rouno mcmn~ O 
IN AT IONAL CUISINE 'K won, .1¢ an eagle, 11 birdies and on y I, . . . .  
III I a couple of bogeys and he ~"~'gr , r~'~e 1 ,~-~.~,  .~ ' -~.~,~, , t , i  
J' MON-SAT. 5 PM-  11 PMI "~ '~ ~ " ~ office)Pick uP32;2,oUrKalumticketSst.at he Hera ld . _  ' - " " feetS~aaSrt::fr~Ciherif~ikt~fi~!! ~U) V q~JL . l~ l l~"  I1 .~ l l L -~[~U 
II ~ ~ 41 II " " . ,  ,;, . ;  .~,.. ; ,  ... B ' ~  ~ ' TORONTO (CP) -- John the former Montreal 
~ ~ ~ ----r q " - -  birdies' Fergusanissti l langry four winger who retired in ] 
4 20 Lake lse  Avem  " --, . , ,3P . . . . . .  months after he was fired after eight seasons with 
z~tn, nut Hayes won me nex.t Ran,ors . a..hh, :,,,,ldn't be ha' 
j~--~--~-------~t----------~~~mmll~m~ ~ ~ ~g~¢'z~ _...wa!sonwas lz-up.on me last June by New York Canadiens "But thefact 
/)_ J ,  , two. Then Watson sank from "~ ~-- ' "et it out of m . . . . . . .  '- . . . .  
" ~  " , ~ ~ ~ ' ~  ** ~fe~afvre: bior:ciee;:dlhe 27th i~il~n~dr!ie[werm~>:d:ni~mdaY;a ~ of Fe~lUSa:?:o~a~ihf~2!o! 
~ ' . " "~,  ./~ • Watson was the first home ., . Y, . . . .  , l~ockey a 
~,~.,~I~..~.,/T'J~ ,m the Wentworth Club's L m sattsne~ was nomg a team entered in the Izve: 
f~ . '~'~t~f1~J'~l~i~ ~¢l~vnrtl nnr.72 course good job. Just the same, tournament in Moscow 
% ~ i ~ l ~ ~  ~"'- '~- . . . . .  - . . . . .  though, my pride was December. The 
' ND LA ~[~l~'~" ' l~  Then came Britain's Nick crushed. Later, I gOtNationalangry. I selec ed wi LI be tl~ ~ ~ . . ~ [ /  Faldo, who scored a 5 and4 still am, after four months " little ice fir te witi 
victory over American Andy Ferguson, 40, was dumped team ~, or t }p pro 
"~- ~ Bean. after 17 months as general NHL farm clubs. 
lr 624-2621 or 6Z4-3359 il manager of the II Volleyball Playday starts 10:00 J ,JJ e, DmVe. lN ! ....... w.,,s,hs,. ~ Aust ra l ia 's  Graham Hockey League Rangers. 
~" A.M. Sat, at  Skeena High & J! . . . . .  ~===m=dr ;: ) _ . . : i l  Marsh, the defending FredShero, former coach of 
_ ._____ . . champion, had an uphill Philadelphia Flyers, was 
Caledonia. 
Annual Walk .- Run ,- Blkeathon 
starts 10:00 A.M, Sat, at Skeena. 
Smi)hers Bantams & Pups play 
Terrace Bantams & Pups Sat. 8.12 
P.M., & Sunday 10:00 A,M. • 2:00 
P.M. 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lots Mohninger - 63S.S3(R 
Evelyn Anweller 635.5571 
A 
[ 
S IIw/, I I  W. 
*'""" I 
om 
Ihere the students go up 
Lanfear Hill, turn left at 
that 
est 
They 
Kalu  Lake 
Road to Halliwell St., follow 
alli ell to a i , o ack 
down the Kalu  St. hill, turn 
alk 
fro  there to the Thornhill 
olf o rse, t e  alk o~ 
run back to Skeena Jr. 
10- 
s ee  ikers ill cover the 
route t ice. A ne  10-speed 
bicycle ill be a arded to 
the student ho collects the 
and 
p ual 
and towards' Intra- 
If you have not as yet 
sponsored a student, and 
wish to do so, there is still 
Just contact Tom 
.M. 
Jr. Secondary 
l, ,   will 
 l  t  t our 
left 
i   i  i  1971 
the 
.  fact is I 
probably couldn't be happy 
outside hockey." 
Ferguson says he has been 
offered a temporary job in 
lmckey as coach of the NHL 
stla 
players 
selected will be tho.~: getting 
i t m  h their NHL 
s, o spects with 
"We meet Oct. 23 to work 
out the details and if I get the 
kind of control I want, I'll 
take it," said Ferguson. 
fight against Brian Waites, a hired as general manager "We're going to send a lot 
club professional virtually 
unknown outside Britain, but 
managed to win 2 and 1. 
Andy North, the U.S. Open 
champion, was beaten 5 and 
4 by Simon Owen, who came 
a close second to Jack 
Nicklaus in the 1978 British 
Open earlier this year, 
and coach. 
Ferguson is being paid by 
the Rangers until his con- 
tract expires next spring. In 
the meantime, he keeps busy 
with his horse racing in- 
terests. 
"sometimes I think I'd like 
to run my racing stable and 
breeding operations as a 
Modem, S aoreV, flra class motor hotel. Good Iocalien - I IAock from 
I~Kh,  English Bay and Stanley Park. near downtown, shopping v~lhin 2 
Idoc~L 125 aflrmeflvely appointed ah.¢on(lfli0~ed rooms, undies, efScttm(V 
unns and miles - e~h vMh privNe I~lh, colin ' l~ and pho~. Dining 
I~om ~ Coff~ Shop. ~ wflh entetldnmeTd. SamPle and Meettnc3 
Rooms. I~lv¢-In lobby md bee pinking, 
17SS Dm4e S~leet. Vanco-,ve~ V6G IWS. Plmne: 604-682-1831 collect 
Tetem GI-$1161 
of young, fringe players but I 
figure Team Canada proved, 
at the world championships 
last spring, kids like that can 
hold their own in- 
ternationally." 
Ferguson says he still 
can't understand why he was 
fired by the Rangers because 
he felt his rebuilding 
program was proceeding on 
schedule. 
He was fired by Sonny 
Werblin, new head of 
Madison Square Garden 
which owns the Rangers. 
"Werblin didn't speak to 
me directly," said Ferguson, 
"He sent word through Bill 
Jennings, who's president of 
the hockey club. I was 
through. Shero had the job. 
"I was shocked. Ob- 
viously, anybody who's a 
coach or GM is eligible to be 
fired. I knew that. But I 
thnught it only happened if
you were doirg a bad job. In 
my case, nobody ever told 
me the reason." 
) 
I 
, , /  
NEW COACH HAS HELPED 
Ti-Cats on upswing 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats and 
Toronto Argonauts have the 
show to themselves Saturday 
when the Canadian Football 
• League kicks off a crucial 
four-game we~e~u. 
" I t ' sa  big game for us," 
Hamilton coach John Payne 
understated this week. 
"They're still the team 
we've got to beat o get into 
the playoffs." 
When Payne was called 
away from his Job in the U.S. 
to turn the sagging Ticats 
around, they had won one 
and.lest hree under rookie 
bead coach Tom Dlmitroff. 
They're 3-4-1 With Payue. 
But more importantly, 
Argonauts, their annual 
rivals for third place and and 
a playoff berth in the East, 
have lo~t eight straight, rail 
the Tiger-Cats by three 
points and are laboring 
under a long list of injuries. 
The other three contests 
are set for Sunday with 
Ottawa Rough Riders 
looking for a home victory 
over Montreal Aloaettes to 
The Herald, Friday, October 13, 1978, Page 7 
sail down first place in the place. They came away, f~m. last 
East while Edmonton The Tiger-Cats have un- weekend's game m ualgs.ry 
Eskimos, leading the West, dergone a general overhaul with three starters gon.e ~co~¢ 
are at Winnipeg for a since Payne'sarrival. While ihe season. Quarternae 
showdown with the second- the offonce, spearheaded by Chuck Ealey sustained a 
place Blue Bombers and the return to form of running partial ly collapsed lung. 
carry Stampeders look to back Jimmy Edwards, Is Former all-leagne defensive 
secureaplayoffspotathume still.sputtering, t.ha.dafen~ end Wayne Smith and 
against Saskatchewan has ueen one of me l~gae s linebaekar Rick Sovieta, 
Roughriders in another stingiest in recent weeks, not both Canadians, are out with 
Western Conference mat- allowing a touchdown in knee injuries, . 
chup. ' three games. Argonauts major concern 
during their skid, however, 
The only weekend game Defensive back Dave - - -  ' -~-  *i,e club's Inebl.llty 
getting televinionexposure-- Shaw, back from an un-. tm,,.,,~ . . . .  
and that only following a seuceesstu l  Nat ionaz to protect or support it's 
recent realignment of Football League tryout, most murketableprodacta-- 
pro~rammin~-.-|S the Ed-  iluehecker Ben Zamblasi, Ealey sad running back 
monton-Winnipeg. ~ game, safety Zae Henderson sad Terry Metealf. 
which will be cameo on the lineman Glen Robinson have Offensive lineman Tom 
CTV western network been sticking it to the op- Davis, late of the NFL's 
starting at o:30p.m. Cl)T. position. Oakland Raiders, was due in 
Ex-Argos lke Thomas, What turned the Ticats town Thursday for a trial. 
Ray Nettles and Neff aruundV 
Lumsdan were very much in "Attitude," says Payna. But another offensive 
evidence in last week's 25-5 '*That has had as much to do lineman, Mike Gibbons, 
upset of the Rough Riders at with the change as anything, chose New Orleans Saints 
Hamilton and are no doubt Plus we, the coaches, have over Toronto after being 
looking for an opportunity o just emphasized that it's dropped by New York 
oust their former team fro.m (hitting) the only way to play Giants. 
pest-season play. A win m the game. - -  e And ex.Argo Gene Clark 
Toronto would just about The Argos, meanwhile, ar rumored heeded to Toronto 
doom the Argonauts to last.  limping, won't be back. 
More NFL QB's 
ifor Whitecapsl bite the dust 
MIAMI - -  whether rule changes should 
VANCOUVER (CP) Dick Martin, a c l ty~ Grease, coming off the third he made to protect quar- 
Vancouver Whitecaps 
announced Thursday 
adoption .of a new logo 
andteam colors for the 
1979 North American 
Soccer League season. 
The new graphics 
feature a change in team 
colors to cyan and royal 
blue on white, from red 
and white. 
The new 10go is in the 
shape of a shield, formed 
by flowing waves at the 
bottom creating a 
whitecap, and integrating 
an NASL ball which is 
framed by the shape of a 
goalpost. 
The teem said in a news 
release that the two blues 
were selected because of 
the team's geographical 
location and the con- 
notation of the team name 
to water. Royal blue also 
reflects quality and 
prestige, the team said. 
i i 
graphics designer from 
the firm Martin Graphic 
Directions Inc., was 
commissioned by the 
Whitecaps after he 
designed new uniforms a 
year ago for British 
Columbia Lions uf the 
Canadian Football 
League. 
The Whitecaps' home 
uniforms will he 
predominantly white, 
while the road uniform 
will feature a royal blue 
jersey. 
John Best, president 
and general manager of 
the Whitecaps, said the 
new Vancouver soccer 
identity is not a "follow 
the leader" situation, but 
a carefully planned part 
of the club's develop- 
ment. 
Vancouver Canucks of 
the National Hockey 
League recently in- 
t..oduced new uniforms. 
~j( r injury of his career, has 
s ( ynlcal view of suggested 
rely,dies to the National 
Football League's quar- 
terback injury epidemic. 
"You could make it like 
the sandlot, and not he 
allowed ,t,o touch the quar- 
terback, says the Miami 
Dolphin quarterback. "He 
wouldn't be allowed to run, 
to make that fair. 
"But that's not what the 
people want to so,. They 
want to see the defensive 
linemen get the quarterback. 
They want to see the sacks." 
Grease is recovering trom 
damaged left knee 
ligaments. Baltimore's Bert 
Jones, Cincinnati's Ken 
Anderson, Oakland's Ken 
Stabler end Tampa's Doug 
Williams are among the 
hq~arterbacks sidelined with 
uries this season. .. 
The sight of such vuluaole 
talent being helped off the 
field has sparked adebate on 
terbacks. 
But Dolphins coach Don 
Shula and Tampa Bay coach 
John McKay agree th4Nrwl)'| 
no way the rulm can be 
changed without drastically 
altering football. 
"That's something you 
continually wrack your 
about, how topreveat th~ 
injuries," said Shula, who 
serves on the NFL com. 
petition committee. 
"There's no way you c~. 
take each and every one aria 
make the determinaUan am 
to what caused the injury. 
Grieae's injury (in an 
exhibition game ap i -mt  
Tampa Bay) wasn't on t~ 
type of play that can ne 
prevented." 
Linebaeker Cecil Joimsoo 
was blocked into Grime from 
behind when Greece wu in 
his pass follow-throug~. 
FIRST GAME BACK 
I 
Orr less than spectacular 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Bobby 
Orr was anything but 
spectacular inhis comeback 
bid Wednesday night when 
Chicago Black Hawks and 
Atlanta Flames tied 4.4. 
It was the first National 
Hockey League regular 
season appearance for Orr 
since Jan. 27, 1977, and the 
30.year-old defenceman with 
the gimpy imee said he was 
not in shape, adding: 
"I did a lot of tbJ~gs I 
shouldn't have done." 
Early in the game he lost 
the puck in his own zone to 
Atlanta's Tom Lysiak. 
Lyniak moved past Orr but 
goalie Tony Esposito came 
out sad poked the puck away 
from Lysiak, saving err 
some embarrassment. 
Late in the game, Orr 
made a bad pass in front of 
his own goal. Eric Vail in- 
tercepted but put the shot 
over the net. 
"There were more 
mistakes than that, if you 
want o keep going," said the 
man who has had had six 
knee operations and has 
been one of the game's all- 
time greats. 
"I still have a long way to 
go," said Orr. "My knee is 
100 per cent but I'm way out 
of shape." 
Orr was unable to get into 
"Anytime he's inside the And when Orr gets in top 
blue line you have to he shape and his knee holds up, 
aware of him," said Atlanta there'll be a lot of people 
goaltender Dan Bouchard. watching him. There were 
"When he threw deep, in the only 9,107 at the Stadium on 
slot to Russell-- that s Orr. Wednesday night for the 
You think he's shooting but season opener but if Orr m 
he sees the guy coming in. able to play, it won't he long 
You always have to watch before the Hawks again will 
him." he packing in the crowds. 
top condition during training, 
camp because of a groin 1 =m,= ,0=~. . .~ lA  [ [ i PPd lP  ~ 
injury. The injury has healed 
but cost Orr precious time he 
needed for conditioning. 
He'worked a regular shift 
on defence Wednesday and 
also took pert i.n one power 
play. 
"I've got to get back into 
shape," said Orr. "If 
everybody is going to 
foreeheck this way, I'd 
better get in shape fast." 
There was one flash of the 
old style in Orr when he spun 
away from Lyalak and made 
a long pass toward the 
Flames net to set up Phil 
Russell, but the Hawks failed 
to score. 
CINCINNATI (AP) -- Pete' CHICAGO (AP) --  
Rose, rejecting what Cin- Defensive tackle Alan Page 
cinnati Reds called their accepted Thursday the 
final offer, said Thursday Chicago Bears' waiver claim 
that barring "a miracle" he from Minnesota Vikings and 
would not be with the will join the team today with 
National League baseball expectations of playing 
team in 1979. The 38-year-old against Denver Broncos 
Reds' hitting star said .he Monday night. The IX.year 
sees noway toavoid entering National Football League 
baseball's free agent draft veteran of the Vikings and 
and becoming a free agent, former Notre Dame star had 
Rose's two-year contract the o[)tion of refusing waiver 
expired at the end of the claim in favor of free agent 
regular season, status. 
. . . .  ~t  
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Moot Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 63S.7417 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVENIIIRE 
MEROURY ,boats) Y JL~i J~A 
DOLMAR 
(ohain saws) 
(outboard 
motors) 
Hours: Men. - Sat. I1.~ 
Dealer Llcence 
4946 Greig Number 02013A ~ 4 S ~  
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED GOUNTERTOPS •  oo:. 
".,mo R'"S" ~ '  nlNETS AREA MANAGER IN , ' *  869 - 5TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. 564.1488 
RES. ss2 .22e!  FREE EST IMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING, 
• PAGING, 
MONITORING OR. 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG IVS 
Robbed of valuable heat- because 
old-fashioned insulation is no longer enough to 
protect you against the soaring costs of fuel and 
energy. It leaves gaps in your home's defences. 
And that costs you money every day. And every night! 
But now there's an easy way to build 
permanent dollar savings into your home- with 
STYROFOAM* SM brand insulation. Strong, light 
boards of STYROFOAM SM put savings in 
your ceilings, floors, roof, basement and walls. 
Drop in at your local dealer and ask for your free 
Temioo Eleolronio Repairs lid, 
SBViRG TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warranty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. S a.m. - S p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.454:3 
B A N Q U E 'TS  pA R : r I  ES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eogle IHNo 
B. POI`ICHEK J .Y.  PAUl. 
PHONE 635.BIOS PHONE ess .ezez  
CHARTER: 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lekelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTE RS 
Phone 798.2267 
at WaterLily Bay Resort 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This SpaDe is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
=rim=, 1MImehed IRIm ~ real 
• 
I 635-3936 
I fiIIIIQRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.I .,v.,,.v..~.o. 
I"" . . . . . . . .  I 
copies of the fully-detailed booklets on how to do-it- I CUSTOM 00110RETE PROD. [ TV"~"C~'O'C''eSLAZ'LL'AWNU' P,ON~(~)e'.~OR(~)=,.=~, 
yourself with STYROFOAM SM...the most efficient sad, Gr=vel, Drain Iloek 
heat-and money-saving insulation you can buy. 
Protect your home , ~ /Z~-.,. I e ° l II i~"l × 
against heat robbery...and //~=Sl]~'//~/~lily'~P'/~/~I:'~//~'~/// Satellite V r=y 
save money through all / ~ ~ ~ ~ / f  - ,tore A, to, MOr,ne Upholstery V,,y, ' I ~' Custom t-urn - " VISITORS 
~ ~ Relmlr-Van Conversion Accessorles" R.V. SuPplles : I ORDE RD. 
Boett I & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops • WELCOME I~m the years ah ead. , Headliners-°PP ng Tonneao Covers- Auto Carpet- V.W. Seat1 I=" I
recovered In orlgtnal color and materiel, front & back I , I  
~5  - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete I=1 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration [ I 
R.R. 3 Johns Road I • 
• If you am interested in buying or building a new Phone 635-.~ HALL:WELL 
I [ , I [ • home, ask your builder about this plaque. It signifies 
I t ] I that,,TheyoUrS.i.s.homeway,,has b en effectively insulated i to save money and energyl mmm mm mm m i i [ Oall us at 635-6351 9 to § Dew CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED I . 
' lfi~ml~ otfh, O,-~l 
! 
II 
"l 
i! 
Ii 
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IfAIIDWARE .STORES 
10RDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. SUID 
I I I  listings subject to change without notioe. 
~06E'S¢9 
'  o"A"o" 
,,o,,,, 1 ANDERSON 
LTD. 
~ T  v '  . 6UIDL. 
i l l  listings subJect to change without notice. 
lliilaillllllllllllliiiIllllllllIilllllllll•alllIIIlalIiI 
E 
llllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll SATURDAY 5 p,m, to midnight 
FRIDl l  5 p,m. to midnight / 
/ I I " I I l ~IN~. ~P (car.) ~ l VnNr- A CFTK A BCTV a KCTS 
. I -~  I l l  :oO I Journey to Chudren's I~.rev~ n ~. I 
| - -  ....... ' world 6 m..on !mis,er I I~  :Is lad~nture Programs I ~''''st)urgn I 
I i~' :~ ~'?e~ series Do,ar Man Rogers I ± • :~0 I ~ng I I 
I P l  :u~ ~:,= . IElec,ric I ~ .',IS ITVNews 
:30 Company I J : .  , ; , :~ . . Sat. E ven in '~ '~ee"~ News Once Upon 
I h ::]~ i Animal U,IIe House ,Jul.!a. I 
! , Ilk "go " News Growing News Hour la  9 ~sic I 
I I I :IS Hour Years  ~ ~ Child 
130 Dick 
F-~iW :oo IWild . ~ CFL Football INova I 
i -w  "00 Downright macneil I • ilS IKing dom ~ '.Toron,o at I I 
:15 DIsco Lehrer | • :30 ithe Gong ~ Calgary' I I 
I 1 :30  ' Circus l Crocket's l • :45 Show_ ~ ~ 
I • 145 Garden i dP~ :oo I c.H.I,P.S" IPeking Man I w ' 'aem~ I 
I ~ '00 Hourglass Donny Wash ing ,on  ~ ~  = . m ~ ~ J  ~ 
, V :15 And Marie Week 
i ~ ;30 Five Star Movie Laverne Wall S'. 
• V :45 Summer of 42 And Shirley Week . i dJl~k :go IS~urday Movie ~ I ~ov!e . . I 
i ~ :00 Kotter Rockford Masterpiece ~ I U :iS I 'sw°rd of I l-.r,e\ =n- I I ~ I  :30 IJusice ' I L°ve°n I c°un'ers" I 
: I V :45 I IThe Nose . 
I d i  A ,OG i, ' Special Sword of Turnabout ln  01 
I 1 • • :15 'B,C. Min. of Justice I : I 
I I  I I ~3o News Agriculture' Cinema" ' I v : 's I ~ ~ ~ 
l '&  V :~ , B.C. , ~ I  The Na, ional CTV I [he Two I 
/ I I  4 "IX) The . CTV Seundsiage I I ;;~ I Tv News ....  I Nigh, News I .Ronnle.s . I 
I I ;3~ Is~'~r~y Nigh, I Final News Hour ~a~°~L ine ,  I / I a :is Nalional News | I I 130 Tonight -Night News Hour dI I  l ib  :45 iLive I Final 'l Walk ,he Line' I 
| i ~ :45 Show Final Final I ' 4 A :go ~ La:e S h o ~  
i .dJ i .go Kulak Late Show Late Movie 1 I j  i~ I _ _ I'Hook, Line & 'Family Plot' 
l 1 " i  : -  FB, Brinks: .,ack Noon' I ~ '  :3o iF_i. v~ S 'at Movie Sinker' 
I J r  ~3o The Great / - --:,~ ,o~**~ L . ~ ~_ .~_ . i !  
. . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  : . . . .  SUNDAY 
SATURDAY. , 10 asm. to 6 p.m. . . .~  I NF* FootbalT" I Coun,ry La~.s' Washingt~ "l 
J d A -go jVarlety I Peanuts I G~,,o IStud,o I I :IS I 'H°us'on a, I Canada Grand Prix Week J 
/ i I I  :IS IHour I&PoP corn I I~  e . I / 130 IOakland ' I CFL'7e Sun. Theatre I Wall Street I 
/ / I I :3o I I1"o Be I Kidstuff It'rees'y 'e I dl, " I  I I  Weok I 
/ J -  V :45 I I Announced I I I A .= I ] 'Mon,real at 'Senior Year' Black I 
t - , -  - ,  .0o IFabulous iToBe J J~Tw~ng I " i  : ;~1 /S~sk' Perspective I 
/ I 1 ;- IFunnies I Announced I n , / ;3o I Special i 
/ I / :3o IBoggY Pants ITo Be IThe War I I :45 i " Sun. Theatre II / i rill :45 I&Nitwits  I AnnOunced IYears I I ~J :~ I : 'McLoud' 
go World I World I I Survival I 
~ l : . , s J s~r ies  I Series I Is~.Is -e  I 3el Grea, 
/ I I 13o l I I Flewer ICInemotlc "y I O 145 I Performances 
i ' - : "  I _ ! ISh°w I' I" A :~ I,sWinning / 
/ I "got  I IShow :1_S Everything Hymn Question 2846 
:IS BIz :30 / ;~1 I l~r,esburg I I "t :~1 iS,ng Period 
I I I :45 I i • I lnvl tational I I P .nn lMee, Untamed Wilderness 
"= .0o l I |Journal I ! k ;1.~ I the Press World, - man 
I i l l  "Is I I llnternatlonat / I - ! :3o /KING Bugs Capi a I Ger 
/ J F  : .  I I IMcGowan / Daniel I V :,s I tv  News Bunny Comment .Soccer , 
:~ And Co Foster, M.D. A '00 i Jack Patera News 
i i  _ 45/ l,ns,de l...,,s,o,, l,~o,co, I I J~  ;lS ,Show Hour 
/ q .:go / I "r...L, IWres l l ing iC~I  Pointing / I n :30 I H~w World The Long 
i d r  : .  u I ~;.Y. l /Tutankhamun'. I I v./c°m°? ~ Disney search 
/ - -1  :30 /Saturday Movie I . . . .  I /E,,vnt / J I~  "gO l w°rid Hardy 
I ~ :45 / 'Tlckle Me' I Up I i " "  - i I l :is lO~ Disney Boys " 
/ I gO / I Pencll IFI im / F i r ing  I I • :30 / The Na,ure Tutankhamun's 
I A its l IBox IF,am ILine I I ~ 145 1 ~ Things Egypt I I t  :3o I I Reach for IWide World I I 
, • 145 I I The Top I Of Sports • 1 I n .go I ,Big Event , Mary ' GaiactlcaBottlestnr Special 
I ~ ;ts I Centennial 
• """'"'"'"'""'"'""'"'"'"'"'""'""'"'"" I u::°/  I A ..  / Sldestreet Kaz Masterpiece . 
,' U:!IL,.,,r. . ",'he..e • ."Le Creuset Ware is heat) while others are i 
imported from France. lined with tan enamel I1  n :,, I Marketplace W S Rush 
I 
[ l  ~ I IEUSET It's made of cast-iron, (for roasting, sim. IJLU ::/: 
- - - -  - -  wh ich  is famous for mering or cooking over Ombudsman 
conduct ing  heat  low heat). Of course, 
gradually and evenly all Le Creuset cooking I 4 4 go / News The c ry  Newsworld 
l I I :15 I National News ; , (a necessity for surfaces are made to i I I 13o / Nlghl News 
i ' French specialties like conform to the stan- I , ' .  d*  45 1 Final Hour Final 
I Sauce Bearnaise). The dards set by the Food I d A :go / Five Star Movie Late Show L~e Show Late Show , 
cast-iron is coated with and Drug Ad. I • "•  :15 i Harper Gldget goes to , , , ue s l  ot  New Avengers 
a highlyheat-resistant, ministrat ion and by I i / :30 i Rome' Everything' , 
diamond-hard vitreous the B.S.I. i * - -  :451 i 
enamel.  Some Le "Both Le Creuset 
Creuset utensils are linings prevent food 
lined with a dull black from sticking and 
enamel (for frying or make the utensils very 
sauteing over high easy to clean.'" 
llllllllllllllllllllIlllllllUIllllllllllIlllllIllllIllllllI 
.."Le Creuset Ware is Im- 
ported from France. It's 
made of cast-iron, which is 
famous for conducting heat 
gradually and evenly (a 
necessity for French 
specialties like Sauce 
Bearnaise). The cast-iron is 
coated wilh a highly heat- 
resistant, diamond-hard 
vitreous enamel. Some Le 
Creuset utensils are lined 
with a dull black enamel (for 
frying or sauteing over high 
heat) while others are lined 
with tan enamel (for 
roasting, simmering or 
cooking over low heat). Of 
course, all Le creuset 
cooking surfaces are mode 
to conform to the standards 
set by the Food and Drug 
Administration and by the 
B.S.I. 
"Both Le Creusut linings 
prevent food from sticking 
and make the utensils very 
easy to clean." 
IIIBBIBImmuIBBmBmIInIINIIIBmIIBmII 
CHAFIt ;I-'X 
VISA 
4606 Lazolle 636-6676 
stere Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 6a.m.-B'AOpa. 
Friday h , m . - O p , m ~  
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 6 u.m.-5'30 p.m. 
Friday.9 a.m.-9 p.m. OLOSEB MONDAY 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terraoe 
Ph. 635-6576 
6arden and Anderson Ltd. I I 6ordon and Anderson Ltd, 
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Man wants the money 
for his t ime in jail 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) 
- -  A Kitchener man cl,n- 
victed and later acquitted of 
murder is seeking com- 
pensation for the more than 
three years he spent in 
prison, his lawyers, say. 
Morris Manning ~f Toronto 
said he hopes to take the case 
of Ken Roberts, 22; before 
the Ontario Criminal In- 
juries Compensation Board 
and win. 
He also said the case may 
set an important precident in 
Canada for other persons 
wrongly convicted of crimes. 
Roberts was imprisoned 
from June 10, 1974, to Dec. 
22, 1977, after being con- 
victed of murder in the death 
of Joanne Anstett, a 24-year- 
old Kitchener nurse. 
Because of a dispute over 
some of the scientific 
evidence, however, Roberts 
won a retrial in the Ontario 
Supreme Court and the 
guilty verdict was over- 
turned. 
Roberts, who works in a 
box factory, has lived in 
Kitchener since iris release for taking those years away 
from prison, from me and how can I af- 
"Somelme's resplmsible ford to sue anyone?" 
difference a 
a price nmlg . 
See for ycmself at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4912 Hwy. 16 ' Terrace, B.C. vaG 1L6 a38-8171 Dealer Licence 02064A 
HOND  Test drive a Honda today. 
Wednesday, we got word in our office that a CNR crew was 
having a problem with a stuck truck. We sent a photographer 
to the scene, and he found this John Deere JD 55 backhoe 
stuck in mud deep enough to reach the cab of the vehicle at 
WI A T INCREASES 
the end of Mark Road just behind Riverside Groceries. It's 
not known how long it took the beleagured crew to extricate 
the machine from its mudhole, but its operator preferred to 
remain anonymous. 
Famine to fade 
last year but the iternational 
harvest is expected to reach 
a record 714 million tons. 
U.S. corn farmers are ex- 
pecting their fourth con- 
secutive record crop, a 
harvest of 173 million tons. 
Feed grain prices should 
remain stable and Canadian 
barley exports will grow 
while .c~:$nles will dr0p, 
the commentary says. 
World supplies of oilseed 
and oilseed products will 
increase moderately in the 
next 12 months but demand 
will remain constant 
became of poor economic 
conditions and low livestoek 
numbers. Downward pres- 
sure on the prices could 
develop next year. 
Domestic growers will 
produce 3.3 million tons of 
rapeseed, well above last 
year's 2.7 million tons, while 
538.5 thousand tons of 
flaxseed will be barely above 
last year's production. Little 
opportunity exists for in- 
ceased exports. 
The world rice harvest 
should reach 373.2 million 
tons, up sharply from last 
year and putting in- 
ternational supplies at 388.1 
million tons. 
Wheat production is up in 
Argentina and Australia as 
well as in the Soviet Union 
and China, usually heavy 
importers. The EEC is ex- 
peering a record crop. 
The U.S. crop is expected 
to be about 48.7 million tons, 
a 12-per-eent drop from last 
year and a partial reflection 
of the Carter ad- 
ministration's efforts to 
reduce production. 
World supplies of feed 
grains will increase for the 
third consecutive year as 
production this summer 
outstripped emand leaving 
an estimated carryover of 90 
million tons, most of it in 
North America. 
World prices are expected 
to be stable during the 
current crop year ~. 
In Canada, feed grain utili- 
zation will grow slightly due 
to increased hog and poultry 
production. 
The commentary said 
grain production in the 
U.S.S.R. will be about 210 
million tons to 220 million 
tons but harvesting has been 
delayed by wet weather. 
The Soviet Union has con- 
tracted to buy 15 million tons 
o[ U.S. grain but is expected 
to remain an importer. 
Chinese grain production 
is up from last year but still 
below the five-per-cent-a- 
year increase the govern- 
ment has a set as a 
production target. Imports 
will remain high, likely 
exceeding last year's 8.6 
million tons. 
CUB E MAY BE ON WAY 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
spectre of world famine 
should fade this year as 
international wheat stocks 
rise slightly to about 489 
million metric tons, says an 
agriculture department 
market commentary. 
The commentary says 
world wheat production will 
. . range between 408 million 
tons and 413 million tonG, up 
sharply from the 1977 har- 
vest of 384 million tons and 
elose to the record 1976-77 
crop of 417.3 million tons. 
The 1978 crop in Canada 
will be about 20.7 million 
tons, an increase from last 
~/ear, but exports are ex- 
pected to decline to between 
14.5 million tons and 15 
million tons from last year's 
16 million tons of foreign 
sales. 
Prices to growers in 
Canada and the U.S. have 
increased since the summer 
but whether they'll continue 
to rise depends on the value 
of the Canadian dollar and 
the level of export subsidy 
the European Economic 
Community (EEC) main- 
tains on wheat exports fi'om 
its member countries. The 
dropping dollar has made 
Canadian wheat more 
competitive on world 
markets. 
Production of feed grains 
in Canada will be lower than 
BREL A STAR 
EVEN IN 
PARIS (Reuter) -- The 
body of Belgian singer- 
composer Jacques Brel 
today began its final 
journey to a remote south 
sea island while news of 
his death sent sales of his 
records oaring. 
Brel, one of the Freneh- 
DEATH 
speaking world's most 
popular entertainers, 
wanted to be buried next 
to painter Paul Gauguin 
on the Polynesian island 
of Uam'a~ Brel spent his 
last six years there 
fighting cancer while liv- 
ing with his girlfriend. 
Ins truct ors failed 
to see fatal signs 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Two Outward Bound school 
instructors failed to spot hat 
a student was suffering from 
heat-stroke shortly before he 
died June 3 on a mountain in 
the Okanagan, a eoronsr's 
court was told Wednesday. 
Dr. John Haywood, a 
University of Victoria 
biologist known for his work 
on human thermal 
regulation, said the diz- 
ziness, stumbling and 
exhausted state shown by 
John Atkinson, 20, plus a 
period of hyperventilation, 
showed heat-stroke was 
imminent. 
Dr. Jack Taunton, a 
medical doctor who 
specializes in sport 
medicine, said instructors 
responsible for the hike on 
which Atkinson died thought 
he had heat exhaustion. 
The inquest continues. 
Diabetes said on increase 
RIRMII~GHAM, Ala. (CP) 
-- Diabetes, the silent killer, 
is on the upswing, but 
researchers say the most 
dangerous form of the 
disease might be cured be- 
fore long. 
Dr. Run Actonr associate 
director of the Diabetes 
'Research and Training 
Centre of University of 
Alabanm in Birmingham, 
said in an' interview that 
medicine is closing in on the 
cause of the most serious 
type of diabetes, the 
juvenile-onset, or insulin. 
dependent form. 
Only some 10 per cent of 
diabetics have the insulin- 
dependent form of the 
disease. The othdr 90 per 
cent or so suffer from 
maturity-onset diabetes. 
While the maturity-onset 
.cases normally can be 
controlled by diet, the others 
• mint have insulin to live and 
they are the ones who 
develop the deadly com- 
lPiitcations: heart disease, 
dney disease, gangrenous 
limbs and blindness. 
Acton said new research 
findings will lead to im- 
porinnt results. 
"1 think you can think in 
terms of five to t0 years for 
making some kind of 
significant breakthrough on 
the prevention of juvenile- 
onset diabetes." 
Researchers say there is a 
genetic factor in develop 
merit of both types of the 
disease, although that factor 
is more pronounced in the 
maturity-onset strain. 
"If you have identical 
twins, for instance, and one 
of them comes down with 
maturity-onset diabetes, the 
chances are greater than 9O 
per cent hat he second 'twin 
will come down with 
diabetes," Acton said. "In 
insulin-dependent diabetes, 
you find less of a family link. 
If you have identical twins 
and one of those individuals 
comes down with the 
disease, there's only a 5O- 
per-cent chance that the 
other one will. 
"It suggests there is a 
genetic predisposition or 
genetic involvement, but you 
need something in the en- 
vironment to initiate the 
disease, r' 
Researchers are using de- 
mographic studies and a 
registry that links all Ala- 
bama's diabetes cases i n  
their efforts to find that 
environmental f ctor. 
Aeton said he feels there is 
a genetic flaw and a latent 
virus or viruses in potential 
diabetics. 
"The gene by itself is not 
enough. You've got a virus, 
either in the population or 
sitting there--what we call a 
latent, slow-growth virus-- 
just sitting in the cells 
waiting to be triggered." 
Something in the en- 
'vironment stimulates the 
virus, he explained, and the 
body's immune system, in an 
effort to destroy the virus, 
also harms the beta cells of 
the pancreas, which 
manufacture insulin. 
"If it truly is a.virus or vi- 
ruses, it will definitely be 
just like wiping out polio," 
Acton said. "You just isolate 
the virus and immunize the 
population." 
If the problem is more 
complicated, there may be 
ways to reduce the effect of 
down. NoW y.u're 
propagating." 
While he is confidenl the 
causes of insulin-dependent 
diabetes can be hlund, he 
said he has doubts about the 
other form, in which the 
body manufactures insulin 
but is unable to use it. 
"We have less clues; We 
don't know what's going on 
at the molecular level." 
Alton said diabetes 
research is starting to hit its 
stride after languishing for 
some years. The discovery of 
insulin by Canadians 
Frederick Banling and 
Charles Besl in 1922 was 
such a breaklhrough that 
the body's immune system, people became complacent. 
savlngsomeofthebetaceils. "It took years before 
He said the incidence of oeonle said: "Hmm, if you 
diabetes is tin the upswing hav'e diabeles, you have all 
for two reasons: these complications.'" 
"Number one, with the ad- 
vent of insulin, those folks 
who had juvenile-onset 
diabetes no longer died. So 
what you did, you kept those 
genes in the population. The 
second thing is that in our 
society ... obesity becomes 
more of a problem and 
there's a direct correlation 
between obesity and 
maturity-onset diabetes." 
"Normally, you'd never 
lose the gone---it would take 
eons to do it--but at least 
you'd keep the numbers 
Many complications in in- 
sniin-dependent diabetes are 
caused by the insulin given 
patients. It is extracted from 
animals, and humans 
develop antibodies to it. A 
group of researchers are 
working 1o genetically lallor 
bacteria to produce pure 
human insulin but Actou said 
they are on the wrong track. 
"They're talking ahoul 
five years before It will I~ 
ready," he noted. "Hell, in 
five or l0 years, we hope we 
can have it cured, r' 
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NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
HEW T.M T. HOT "PLATES" THE IHSIDE8 OF YOUR 
ENGINE WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE gu Pont 
Teflon* COATING! 
"Reg. U.S, Pat. Office for 
Du Punt's fluorcarbon resins. 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT IS a superconcentrated hquid for- 
mulahon incorporating Du Pont TEFLON" 
the same chemical compound that went to 
heMoon =n the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
~ey ingredtent instantly goes to work against 
he No One Cause of poor gasmdeage 
sluggish performance, high operating tem- 
peratures, and mechamcal breakdown frrc. 
tronal drag 
eut unless you're a chemical engineer. 
nght now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how it does,t So here =t~s. m a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST' There's nothing complicated 
about us,ng TMT -a  12-year-old k~d could do 
if m less than 60 seconds and not even get 
his hands dirty I
TMT IS PERMANENT' It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an o=1 treatment Just one single 
apphcahon =s all it fakes to permanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as long as you own your 
carl 
TMT IS SAFE' We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this with a el,000,000 
Product Llabddy Pohcy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance company ~ 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE I Effechve for any car, 
truck, or other veh=cle -whether  ~t's this 
years model or one that's 15 years oldq Pro- 
fectsand preserves new engines 'hghtens 
up" and reluvenates old ones ~ 
I TMT IS GUARANTEED Every TMT Treat. 
menf sold carrzes w=fh tt the strongest, most 
tron-clad Guarantee we could think Of t - 
• GUARANTEED Better gas mdeage 
more miles from every tankful Or 
money back an full' 
• GUARANTEED Lessollbulnmg long- 
er periods before 'topping oft' or 
money back rn fulU 
• GUARANTEED Smootherengmeperfor- 
mance less stalhng and rough edhng 
or money back ~n futP 
• GUARANTEED increased horsepower 
and higher compression more ztp and 
accelerahon or money back ,n fulP 
• GUARANTEED Longer engine hie 
fewer repa,r bdls (especlany for cosily 
• ring and p;ston lobs) or money back rn 
toll' 
• GUARANTEED All these important. 
money-sawng benehts no matter how 
long you own your vehrcle or money 
back ,n full' 
In v,ew of the many POss=ble savings and 
beneMs cited above, what do you suppose 
any vehrcfe owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.brae, permanent treatment of 
TMT? SSO 00"~ St00 007 MORE'~ 
Well. 10sten to th;s The estabhshed eetad 
price of TMT ,s only $14 951 That's rrght, only 
S]q t~- -s  troy ,nveatment hat could possibly 
pay dee f back dozens of braes over. ,n sav- 
tn0l on gas. od. and repa,r bdls Fantashc 
FACT The coot of owning end operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
name t--has gone stralghl through the celllngl The cost of gasoline and o11? UPl 
The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UP! The 
prlcetags on new cars and trucks? UPI It's positively sickening--and it's going to get 
worse before it gets any better! 
i 
ED ALMQUIST WORLO FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M,T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The act ve Chemical inured ent in "T.M.T." has "And once **T.M.T," has been added In an en. 
a spec a affinity for meta which causes it to sne-  positive results can be seen through the 
*'plate" and adhere to at,exposed friction sur. ezperienced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces. Polyme,s attract more polymers to s micro skilled of mechanics• They w II notice a decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase n compress on readings- which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces wh ch accounts for ca es that p stun and rin~. seal have Improvnd, 
the numerous user reports o~ reduced "blow.by", An increase n idle r.p,m, a will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced o I able due to the reduced frct on after a law 
consumption;, hundred miles of "T.M.T." "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "f.M.T." easy to uan 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oll (it should take 30.eeconds at the most tot addlns 
through the oil filler he e (so.easy- that even a permanent reatment)- but its results can be 
a child can do it)-preferably after the enslne seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached norma operas ns temperature. The mechanic The benef ts that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for s minimum of -TMT." in the engine- are aa follows: In. 
th rty minutes, n order to make sure that all creased Gas Mi eage-lncreased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated*'. Only eight ounces Oil Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Paris - 
are required for the average passenger cur or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operatins Tempera. 
small truck engine, tures -Easier Cold Weather Starts!'* _ 
New that you've heard frem the aspert.., listen ta tko ravaa al erdlnarY drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM GUT GF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put T.M.T, in your vehicle; you'll be fillin| in the figures yourselft. 
Motorcyclg Racer 
p ts  more power! 
"As on engineering student and 
racer. I was interested in what 
T-M.T would do ~n a tenth mite 
speed test. 
A series of runs from a standing 
start s~hoWed that our E,T, (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was addod to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c.c, Kawasakl Mo. 
torcross racine m0torcyce. 
As a student of ensineerlng this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
and ,ncreased power." 
K.B, -- Racer 
"Bad Deal" becomes 
"Good Deal" with "T.M.T," 
'*i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters,.engine freatmeots, etc, My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had Just tested for 
his fleet ot trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed It was T.M.T. 
My mileage has gone from XX to 
an unbe tevaToly astounding XX. My 
father, who' Is a car mechanc 
told me It's Impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls ond have proven the old 
saying that even fathers can he 
wrong. Of course ha probab/y 
won't admit It until he uses the 
TMT in his oar that I'm giving him 
os a present." --G,W, 
Auto Mechanic 
recommends "r-M.T"! 
" l  am en Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy and it was us. 
ini a lot of gas in the city and 
on the highways, I was setting 14 
miles to the gallon, but now, sins1 
've been usins"T.M.T*' I pick UP 
XX ga lODe n the oily-and Xg gal. 
Ions on the highway, so know 
you peoo e have a good product 
and /wtl l  recommend it, 
Mr. C.T.R. 
F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  NO-R ISK  COUPON-TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVD, 
Enclosed is I '] cheque or [7 money order 
r' l  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prov.: P.C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
" I ' 
- ' ( 'reck Plates: cooking creek plates. The plate's convenient 
With growing interest in k i tchen only seconds f r3m gr' l  
fam,!ies takln8 ,pu!! in P:~e ofso many freestanding fire- slZ;Is¢ :oursa  country kitch- , 
watcning, wnat neuer ,I,P' " places available today. Their ._., ~ . . . . . . . .  i,t r,,sh oned ". 
than  the kitchen to aoo  one  hrightly colored porcelain or ~:~,,,~.~:~n~'n'f,V'~ove mieh l  - L  
* . ~H[  , l |  | |~  | l ; l  • ~ I ,  ' , ' 
nlshlngs - -  a fireplace, basic b lack - -  can accent a p rov ld  F . lus t .  tn,~ ~tgnt .  
if thought fireplaces modern mood  ro.tand- 
belong only in the family ing f i rep lucesareeveneus ie r . " "  . - .  ' ; , - -  ~ i L I  . .~ i ,  .~ . t  z room.,h .k again The ease to ,nsta,, thu. bu.t in .nits "'"'''''''''''''''"'"''''"'''''''''''''"''''' 
and economy of installing a - - jus t  remember to include . ~ . .  :~ ,_ ~ " ' . ,  ~.. 
factory-built fireplace has a fireproof base and follow °loo~imcna:?el?as~ati 'n; '  ' i ! _3:.-~-'-'-w-~... . 
ins ired homeowners to in- the manufacturer's specifi- ~. ~, . . . . ,_ . I " -  ~-- • • 
P ' s " " " de re ~mce tnc energy crisis on- '-- - ' -  • elude them in other room. cations and buildlng co - ' ' -' ~ 1 " - . ~ "  i t  l i I • [ ]~- -  IU I  [ ]  i i l i  ~ ~ i  I I  [ ]  R ~: 
of the house More and gun. stove sales nave soureu • • quircments for proper dear- 
more, fireplaces are show- ance from nearby walls, as homeowners sought these • .  I 
oldt ime appl iances for their r ue0 : 
ing up in kitchens - -  partic- ' se factor -built fire- , . ',..,,I;,,, ;,~ well as their INSTALL A KITCHEN FIREPLACE, equip ~t w~th a grdl and enloy ba beq : 
ularly when the is a . ,  Beca u . ; ,  .Y.:,:.l . . . . . . .  practl . . . . .  . , ; - .  , _ _, meals year:r0und. With just seconds from fire to table, food grilled indoors 
room p,a,.=o , .u , , ,e . ,  a ,,,,,u,. ,a,,p. nostalgic cnarm, improvcu ..~..,'~ . . . .  ,= ~.~,u~ + " = 
for family activities: . . .  . . • , " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • center of  s izes and shapes,  f inding eff ic iency in todays  wood 
Un l ike  co. nvent io . .na l  room foronc ina  good-s ized stoves and  factory:bui l t  fire- 1'he Goed Old Days  Get the Snack  Knaek l  : 
masonr  ljre laces omi t  in kitchen needn t be a rob s make  both u )ood su , fec ' ,  Y P '  " . " , " ' ' P - place . . . .  g : P" For those nostalgia buffs Snack  t ime is the per t • O I -26500 • 
style factory-constructeo lem If  space is tight, choose plemental heat-source and a who long to re urn to the occasion to cut down on _! 5140 AOAR.AVE. ~iY ~i_~,e~ yes dence, attractive interior electric heat, • 
• • ' • , " • • ' . " • . • == Lompact 2 oeorm, renuvo =u hion floor i 
units come ready-to- ,nstal l ,  a compact ,  butlt-nn model;  a good decorating td,a. s mn le  life el yes terday ,  food costs  and ns a great • . . . . . . .  , . _ . ,  . . . .  owf  our cover ngs of carpel  and cus ' n ' ek ' . . • r - " . . tree stanolng ii/epicll..l~t g,~ = 
There s no need to kno slam, f reestanding,  conical  ~. br i , ,htN burnin~ blaze here 's  how the Early Amer l -  t ime to help your  famdy to n Large 89' of, waler  and sewer.  Excl. 882. • 
out wal s, do extensive re- style" or  a f i rep laceote i ther  '"  ~ ? =-  ' n can housewife spent her day better nutr i t ion - -  .,m 
• ' . .', ' . in the kitchen 'hearth ca " " - " 1 ' x  200' lot • 
model ing or build a special tvne des igned for corner  in- ,- . . t . :  . . . . . .  ~ ...... ~ in the kitchen' . . . .  ' - -  ,, t. . . . .  ~n I NEW REMO On 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '^* ~'=vln" a bedrms,  ample  i 
foundat ion.  That ' s  because s'tallation. ~:taKC ,.~o=,,,.~ .,_,,~,--:~.,~,~ Meals  , ,ere cooked over a ~lnce .me;s= s,_~,,.,,.~ "~s'i~ • Altract ive package ot .mo.t)l!e p, u s I~_xf_or~t~U,;onln~" room fireplace. Good ~= 
these built- in units feature . . . .  tt.r!!es even  mr, re p,~i,,.~.~:- ire-I'lc~' in ,,re ~t iron pots SlSt oI, JUnK IOOu. mat,. :~ • carpel ,  utlllly room, elecwlc.nea~, ~_p~a ~11 f'or $28,000 Excl. 874. • 
, , __ , ...t..,..u The  cnance  to COOK wim aole mnu.  even mougn t.c =' * . - '. ° ";' not onlvexpenslve out Olil[- • water  nressure system. Lanoscapeu.  ' • 
'zero-clearant:e, w . , . .  . . • • • later  sne n'sd to nano-  - ~ ' 
means  they can be sa fey  wood or charcoa l  year -  table is a natura l  lured)  . . . .  . ,: . . , .,_, tle food value, doyour fam-  [ ]  REVENUE PROPERT IES  • 
" " " on or a ainst round makes  the kitchen an gather ing  spot. a f ireplace pump.~.valer ~t ) r ,oomg.me ily and your  budget a ravel" I ;~ • 
p~aced, or'gwhatlls and ~aors ideal spot fo rm fireplace, nearby adds one more good atter-o,,nner aline t !~.l.l~ by c reat ing  your  own = ;,, ' _ ;JDUPLEXONNIULLERST.2b.edrms. e.aeh,,slde : 
o nldue her o~n soap tuu,  ,,, ke t some lurnllur~ 
' ce  a factor -built fire- Barbequ ing  doesn ' t  have to reason to make  the k~tchen a . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . .  i 'r-;,,-r snacks.  • [[anm ' M ,~UI~J~I~ -~ m lby  side, dril led wel!, well p ,  • 
F.a . Y L . . . . . . . . . . .  I ,.;h,;d ,:nP r,,.nl "llvino'" room P~n ex- ~lnCe t.e~e ~a . . . . . . . .  "'P" " ., , , .  [ ]  L .r. ' "~ " sl. - and appliances, unly $31,500, • 
pace  with any non-com-  oc .a  o,.a~.,,.a, . . . .  % ' - - , " " ' "  " ' " :  " " ; -=  - , - ;  - , - - ' -  .ttion she had to scout  F ru i t  je i los,  puoumgs .  I ~ ~  I 
cial r i l ls  /or  i l rep laces  penenceo  reputame ucaue~ . . . .  . • ~ ~ ~ .  bustible matera l  to match  g. • . -, , ~ ,  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  a , cool nlaces to cheese-and-cracker  comb|  "~e.  _ , _  -. • 
. , • . ' "  ' ano  - "  ne l  ' ou  occ loe  wnB[  t~=ou.u  t t r  , F  • ' ' '  " " • '~ :~ : " :~ ' .  
the room decor, and the re make l t  pOsslble to cOOK . .  can !P ~ . . . . . . .  ~to e foods ts well nat ions are some of the taste I ~ ~ n , , o =  ='gnM P INE T Two bedrms each m~ 
authent ic  serve woo(] or charcoa l -  type,  shape  anu size woou . r, . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ct for - -  • ~ "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S ' ' ow' - -  suits can look as ' s . . . . . . . . . .  ,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  't es those were tile ~,ood treats you can eonco • . .~i "P" ¢" ~uooer ' ower type laundry,  carport bel • ~" • 
• " ' , ' l ieu entrees inooors our -  nea le r  uest  meet.-, . , , , - ,  , .  • ¢ . . . .  ~ ' as a t rad,t tonal  hearth or  as ..b_ro . . . . .  ;rh . . . .  4" old days!  those between-mea l  snacks,  i l  - ~ Rannes and fr idges incl, Good location. $31,500. • 
"now" as a contemporary roll ~:uld weather. And . . . . . . .  ~,_'ds.. . - ..... ui ~ ~ . ~ -  "I ° • 
~ • • ml .- ~ , "f i How to Cover Walls w=th Fabric, =_ l ~ ' ~ l l i ~ D U P L E X  AT 3946 WREN..Good revenue Wlteh s : 
ue  Realt . ., . . . . . .  [ ]  ~ l w o  bedroom suites, slde oy sloe. ~ppnanc 
Park  Aven Y - " ave ou ever thou ht the desired fa.bnc you will Beyond the k~,lut~ of ncluded. Potential for extra suHe or enlarg!ng • 
" aboHut coYverine your waglls need, depending on whether linen-covered wa.lis: some : eaeh suite by developing the basement..l~sKing : 
w ;*h fabr ic t0~conceal  im- width is 4~" 54", ,,r 60". other advantages  mcluue: n,r • ~ l u s t  $a5,o00. • 
p;Tieetions, but lacked the Cut the fat!fie !n I.cn.gt!,s t,l spec,,al preparation !;!: t h~ : ~ 4 1 0 0  BLOCK OLSON AVE. 
budget  fo r '  a professional  coincide with the height Ol wain, s; no remova l  ~ ~ • ~ N l c e  three bedroom home within easy walk to all • 
job, and felt too intimi- your wall. Most walls are w.allpapcr; excellent acous- I l l l~ i~.~l l~ . r -~schoo ls  and downtown. Largefamily.recroomln • 
dated to try the process about  8-9' high. Be sure to tlCal .properues! ,nsunauon: u l l [ ~ ~ l l l ~ f u l l  basement .  Listed MLS al lust $49,000. Quick n 
rself?, allow 4"' extra to nclude a and tl~e auvantagc  Ol un- . .  ~ . . . .  ss on avai lable " . n you • . • mmu v-,oo'; ' • 
duma,ed  removal  el lahrlc 2"" f inish-fnld :it top and bet- ' ' g ' .  . . . .  I - • 
. . • . .  . . . . . .  at an t ime.  • 
W th fabr ,es  and  the t, ,m. l he ,,nit, ncc,cssf f~ onYe you get "the hunt~" . A E Le Page Limited Coast 1~ Coast Real Estate Service 
• 'ire a hanu-s ta  le gu " " " - d ou toes  , P I ,row so cn • Heen G,oerfson • quick stap le"  metho  , y ' ' ' ' mc of it, you couk  g , . . . .  , ' . 
can  cover imperfect walls, or ! lute!matte sul, p~cr: ~ '- thusiast ic you may decide to : m,  ~ ~ ~ m~,  ~ ~ ' 635-3609 • 
B usin the same fabric incla-w~oc earunoaru  or  cover the walls o1' all your  • HA 1 ~ , , , , ,1 ,A t  Jr_ 1 Stdn Parker  • y . g , . .  . • 
print from floor to cc,l,ng wood strip~: hammer and rooms. For further instruc- • n - ,4~ ~r  n l  ,3.o3t .~ . 
n sots  l ibr lc Ih • V ~ ~ v , a ~  V m= Harry  bmhn • • and  wall to wall you ca smal l  nails" sc s.' . , '" l ions on how t0 staple '; - _ ~V~I I i [ ]~-~ J ' . . .' . . . .  , ' ' • m I~ l l~ l l l l l gV  635-2826 • 
also  enlarge a smal l  area knife" Ioldmg kn c' o drag ric to wal s send 25c w th • . . . . . .  l 
• , " ' ' ' " " " ' " ' J am uu l ry  [ ]  
ruler; s tanding ladder to al- your name and address to: • aa ;11  LAKELSE AVE, 635-6688 • ":i 
.... ~ . ,~  A good start ng point is low convenient stapling at Belgian I.inen (Aissocll~ti,~:;n = 7""  Bob Rlpmeester' : 
"* "" ~r'~,, . . . . . . .  "rr'~!~ the le f fcornero f thcroom,  ceiling; plumb rule with Dept. SC, 28) M= . • ASK ABOU' I  OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  635-2832 • 
• ' ..... :" Measurc wallareasandesti- chalk line or level: and Avenue, New York, New • 
Over  1.800. sq : f t . ,o f  !ami !y  livi,.ng!. Wel l  mate how many lengths ol pliers. York 10OI6. t" I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlililllllIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIm .. 
sundeck ,  doub le  carpor t  and  much,  much , w . 
more .  Fu l ly  landscaped lo t  w i th  h igh  rear  " " ' " ~!i 
fencewhich  a f fo rd  pr ivacy .  Ask ing  $72,500. - ' _ _ - - . . " i:!!,~ 
Call  Ke l ly  and lets ta lk  homes .  ' ' • ' ' • " ' " - ~ 
• sr . " PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD,  ! \ DOUGLAS 10~J'~WE • = - -~  V8G 1V6 m i , | 4619 PARK AVlfNOE, TERRAOE, B,O, 
~" CHANNEL . . . . . . .  ~.  I ! IE  * 
ullz. 721 • IDa '  ,o Graham Avenue. : i  I . . . . .e , , .v . . ,e - . - - , ; ;  _ __  ! 
• / I  residential neigh ' I . .  . . . . .  i lOver  2200 sq. ft. on h = . . . . . . . . . . .  L . , . ,  • i , ,~reo m area and established treesl i 
1LLar e nicely landscapecljoeorooms, living ,oo,-! j r ineludinga370 ~ l l lnN lec t ,  o fml$ lZX-- ,ram . . . . . . . . . . .  . " . s 3 • g main floo , . ment close 0s the seffmg for thi 
- • lOt fenced on 3 sides, with dinln . . master bedroom mobile home wJ[| prove .home: full base . . ,  ~ ~.., . . . .  ,n, ,  ....omo!l | ERRY large kitchen g sq. ft " " ue for Io senools, recreation aria ,~--- , ' , . .  ,~'-'~-'~ . . . . .  
m~ DAV#~!.E~. • Living room has free . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with a Roman balh. A that / t  is g ood.val . . . .  hnnnino Beautiful ly Fireplace in living room I / 
,=, . ,~=o I Jstanding fireplace, ur lgnt larea .  Heat ana no,  wa,~. ,  I Rconvenient kitchen area >,=,auu. =.,,u=,~u u.,, o "'-'-'-~o~"-:"-d Askinn andasec'ondoneislocate°l J 
basement with large ttached faml l  room and 75x100 lannscape(I IO! as A with Y or in partially finished fuil • - -  natural g ; ; ' ; , ; ; ; *  v" Call Horst = OFFICIAL RLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS • windows and high ceiling. ' ' I I . , .= , ,  =i~,a adlacent Price includes new meial . . . . . . . . . . . .  '_"1 / 
• KmMaT * lone, nished room down / carporf. Fenced rear yard. i i=. . ' "_ '~me~i~ this sp'adous storage shed. Murlel has Christel for more nerails, a~Ss~,;;O • ~a~7~e~l~y"S'~= I 
,l~ I $5o,ooo. 1 Inclu ies stovu ~,,u ,, ,-se. I 1 =skinn $5B,000. Call Kelly ~':,,~  ........... i~ ~ ~  ~:  * " . .- ~ ~ m = , . ~  ..... / 
w 1727 Gyr fa lcon  (MLS) • i and  lets talk offers, i : ! : i i i ;~ i ,~ i  .... " " ~ " 
41 Hawk (MLS I "  $53,000 ~ I ~ ' ~ - - Y o 0 r s i o r  i l ........ r : : - :  
s =r, t t /  . . . .  IM IL~l .  s=39 ~ou - - ..... /~~BI I I~UI~:  ~>:'*~'~ ~i~,~ii;!~i~ A spacious, quality built ~ l la - I l y  aflractive 
v ,~  w[~.~ q~,~ ~ ~ ~ e hill • • $ " i ~ Good lttarter home for home, set among matur family house in Thorn 
0_ Snowbi rd  lots se ] ]mg a t • - i ,~ i t~t l  ~ , . '~11 ~ n~ai~rac~ young fami ly,  Twn trees .and shrubs, ..is area. .3bedroomsupand2 
I I ,  ,~ . r .  . zr . l l  _ _  ~ l  • - ~ m h i ' l  I ~ ~  " " r I IVV .  ` '  . . . . . .  ",: " " . . . .  O rooms on the main avai lanle tor rne downstairs, 2 t lreplace~, 
y V i s ta  V l l l agt~ ~ 3 beoroom nome avmny b d urchaser d lass aoors oll  • . . I g i ~ l ~  i l l F - -~r ] l i~-  ~ ,~ I i - , ,ra leatures such as f l~r ,  large kitchen, dining discriminating p • sli ng g 
a ~-n  ~r~=_,~t__-l l  U - - ' - - - -  I~--~11 . . . .  .-]1 • [] h n l ~ L L ~ . ~  ~' ; / /~  IP~I  ..::~Id~ I / = . . . . . . . . .  m area, and living room. This large family home dining and master 
; ) (3 I L~ l l I IU rU I  / r l , _ ; l~  l l~uut ;~u sauna, nar ,  r~,; ,uu I " • I ] ~ ~ * ~ . ~ , ~ .  I I . . . . . .  - ,  ~- -entre of town features many of the most bedrooms onto- sunaecK, 
heated pool, f i replace, t.u~.o.=,= o' ~ s and sou ht after amenities and large patio and many more 
• 30 Gander - $30,000 • natural gas Located on close t school g . _ IilEpl,  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  i,,,.~,,I,, Askina$35,000. eanbevlewedatanyf lme,  speelalfoatures. Asking 
~_ o~ ~t;k ;ne  - K40-000 • i ~ m e l  Rurel homestead on 8ool I . .~v i .  '" ~ '~"P_? ' : '~- - - "  ~T~'or',, or Cl~ristel for Phone Muriel for an ap. SS6,SO0. Call Horst ot 
.#t ,  ~- . , , -  ~ v IlOrSl nr t.nrlslal mr mu,= I i I " l "  a - - '  . . . . .  / , , ke l se  Lake  • U ~  J acre parcel o_f .land in I l i n lo rmat ion  more details, pointment. Chrlste. _~ 
o ×~- ~ . ~  , , : ,  "-,= . . . . . .  • | ~ r o ~ , ; ; f r ° ° ~ l  I . Fourplex on Sou¢ie Ave. i ~ ,  ; ~  Smallbut eoly. Only one i 
~_ 87 Currie - $70,000 • I ~ o m o d - a t i o r l .  I I for sale comprises of four a I L~,,,=,,. . , , : ~ ~  bedroom but comfortable, i 
• bedroom 2 storey units with "~ ~"~ W t e I I  us today i " ~ l  me clearing ready furl I _ I ~ . . . . . .  "~3~, Situated in uplands area on I hy n o  a • e lec t r i c  ranges. ~ross ~ .... ~ M.nth~ Av~ 14==,  n. ia t  • 
' ' * r • ;~ " ' "  '~ '~ ' r 'b~* 'e~"  " ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " !  . . . .  - ¢ . , .v , , . r  annraisel ,O I Monlhlyln¢ome.$1,Ooope I ~ :  ,~lIr~,;~i .,sefllngonnothruroadwith I 
w . . . . .  I I ~ .  ,l ip w~li ~ecluded. I I month. " ,-xeellen " I ~l l ! ! l l l i~  ~ large ene acre yard. i 
" ,, ,, • I ' n " -  
. ' , , , , ,  0 , , , , , .0 , , s  
E.t oAPPRIllSALSP'0P " cond l l lon .  Tool shed. Ask iml$ i13,000 #VL'L.S. i . . . , s . , . ,  . , , , , ,  
• LOT SALES- DEVELOPMENT i ! ~  S5 2944 OHRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 636-6397 I 
NUnl I~  " " 
OANADI WIDE REFERRAL SERVlOE • | JUDITH dEPNSON - 638-1652 FRANK SKIDNORE - e=i.ns! i 
i NOR tGIIG|S I RENTALS • 
ill We're Number  3, we try barde] ~ 
i reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee|  
The .d,.,r,HJ Pr;dav f)c,nber 13, 1971 Page 11 
.................... ] Chprc I  news briefs FROM THE CHURCH = , , 
hMu~,m~i~i hftOs rmerr m son :,I; ~: McLeod, a former Irrm~O~eraMtlflW.thl Ip:li~s~rl~h~aailf~wll moderator of tie Unit= . ' ' -- "." . '  " " ' . .' i . ' Church of Canada, said 
United Church vf Canada. United Church -f Canada says Canada's rich individuals and institutions 
By t.ance Stephens 
The first of this series spoke of how trust was a 
necessity in any relationship, and how trust is 
based on honesty, on truth between those in- 
volved. The second quality necessary is 
dependability. Some will say honesty is truth of 
'words, dependability is truth in action. 
We learn trust of the other if their actions suit 
their words. If a husband or wife says to the 
other, '1 love you most of all,' but their actions 
say I love someone or something else more, the 
other becomes very uneasy about the truth of '1 
love you'. It doesn't matter if the 'other' they 
are competing with is another person, a job, a 
hobby, or a thing. There is still this unease. For 
we instinctively know that marriage requires 
that our spouse must be first in priority of at. 
ferries. If, however,,the husband or wife says, '1 
love you most of a l l ,  and their actions fit those 
words, then their love deepens with the years. 
Children must trust parents, obviously when 
children are very small, they don't have much 
choice. As they grow older, they learn very 
quickly how dependable their parents are. If 
Morn or Dad make promises lightly but 
frequently doesn't keep them, the child learns to 
distrust those words and the world to them 
becomes an unturstworthy, dangerous place. 
The child learns quickly to look out for his own 
interests and not to depend on others. He learns 
to say whatever suits the occasion and to make 
commitments with no intention of keeping them. 
The seeds of an unhappy life are sown. Another 
unhealthy unit of a sick society is begun. 
Dependability is honesty of action-- a 
coherence of word and deed. Dependability, (the 
Bible calls it faithfulness, a necessary element in 
any relationship.) 
Ch " • pat" ange  reqmres  ]ence  
By Lance Stephens What have these three examples to do with 
In a number of municipalities across Canada, each other? 
police a re  switching to smaller cars. The Simply this - the first two are changes taking 
reasoning is simple. Smaller cars are more place in North America. Some people welcome 
economical. And pc ice today rarely indulge in them as common sense and justice. Others 
those wild high speed chases that require big regard them as dangerous deviations from 
powerful cars-dangerous drivers become more tradition, and fight them with all the vehemence 
dangerous, when they're desperately evading they can muster. Both these changes, now 
pursuit, becoming more apparent, have been slow in 
Blacks, women and members of some developing although they have been advocated 
minorities are slowly beginning reappear among by thoughtful m!nds.for years. _ 
the ranks of professionals, and in executive . And this is in r~ort.n ~m, eric a, w.,nere^we nave 
positions. 
In India, rats sill destroy about as much grain 
as humans consume. 
Baha'i celebrates 
birth of lthe 'Bab' 
On October 20. the birth of 
become accustomed to change, where change 
had taken place faster, and more often, than 
perhaps anywhere else on earth. In contrast life 
in much of India, south-east Asia; and Africa 
continues with few differences from centuries 
ago. 
If we who are familiar with change find it 
difficult to accept minor changes in our lives, 
how can we so glibly demand radical change 
• from people who appear to us to have never 
learned how to change. 
says the Christian message from 1968 to 1971,  said 
must be conveyed better to Communist countries convey 
peopleof the Third World in their messages through 
Ihe face of counter- broadcasts in every 
propaganda by Communist imaginable language. 
countries. "Moscow and Peking can 
"We are custodians of the verbalize much better than 
Christian message, but that we can." " 
is nol the only message He said Christianity is 
available, the retired making progress. The Hindu 
missionarysurgeon t ld a Indian ow hears the gospel 
Windsor church audience not from a foreigner with a 
recently. "The Communist bad accent, but "from a 
countries, have a terrific HinduChristianwho'sonfire 
message. ' with the message." _ 
multicultural makeup gives 
it an upportunity to sh¢)w the 
world how the elements can 
blend for the benefit of all. 
He said Canada can 
become like an orchestra, 
each part unique and con- 
tributing to the whole. 
Speaking at an informal 
public discussion .f racism, 
should open their door to 
such changes. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Gem. Arnold Brown, 
Canadian who last year wa': 
named world leader of the 
Salvation Army, spoke to 
about 5,000 people at three 
McLeod said s,,me churches scls~ons ]tl~k:dundayf the 
are guilty .f not reflecting in . . . . . .  
their c on.gregationSltutha~ l~llitzea~loCnecelelrtatingtl: 
Cmnan.ges m uanaoa scu 100th anniversary this year. 
Carpet & Drapery Service 
• - Sheers- Lined Drapes 
F i !' 
T Ready.made drapes In 
| Indoor.Outdoor all populal" sizes. 
M Shags, Loops, Twist, Carload Freezez 
A Sculptured Sale e cu... $2;~. 
T 4~.~ ;co;;h Guarded i! ii" i" iE  
R ~,~ Carpeting =3 cul a~ s389 
" Factory Servic( 
-- Included 
 Fu ishings 
When quality matters, tERRACE & 
(ITIMAT 
All Muhammad, who is 
known to members of the 
,Baha'i Faith throughout the 
world as "The Bab", 
,meaning "the Gate", will be 
celebrated. In Terrace, a 
potluck dinner will be held at 
3319 Pheasant Street, the 
home of Glen and Darlene 
JCameron. It will begin at 6 
.ATTEND THE CHURCH 
Pastor Bob Losyk OF YOUR CHOICE 
p.m. The public has been 
invited to join in this, one of . " ' 
~aehlr~neypleaer.hOlidays in t he 6.354328 - - - - - -  A -  . - - -  
ha :  Corner of Halhwoll and N. Thomas TH IS SU NUAT 
" " g"  " , . " g . _  9"45a m Bible Teaching . ,  ..... -~  
birth to a son WhO WOUlU,  ~ . . . .  
during His lifetime, shake t ~ ~ Sunday School / 
His countrv andeulture to its i ~ ~ 11:00a.m. Morning Worship Service / ' 
~ts~ and'hal:inns f i r i tua l ,  g' P" • " C h u r c h  7:30p.m. Singing and BibleStudy . . 
movement that would spread [ / Z j o m  ] i~a]L~ ( [~h|  , ] [e ( l~h~ Wednesday8:00HomeBibleStud,~es Reformed Chm'ch  
to over 70,000 localities in I / - ~ "V^u Are Welcomeat U,,lands ~ 
ountnes and " "" " S arks Street and Straume Avenue some 3s7 c ~rs I / *  Oorner Sparks and K e i t ~  '''~°' " ~  Sparl venue "~ 
assumed whY many o=1 <",. Pastor _Paul..llohninger . . . .  ~ SunRdOa;~Bdl S;eYraanceOloa:a010°:m" / 
~lid~s:io: tdi:inelYalllP~eimthe I ~ OffJne 63§ '=40 7 Homo_ 6~§- .a0 .  / ~ "Sunday School-Remo ]: 00 p.m. / 
~ra~it~tabli~helds, l ; r ty~l l  J| ~ ~ i~D] ' .4501.am.m / . X .  1 ] :00 a.m. Worship Se. rvice ~ ' ~ 5 : 0 0  p. . rs ip S i  
indeed of all Faiths. He | / /  
asserted that not only Islam, / 
but all the religions of the | 
world, sat poised at a crucial |
moment in their history, a / ' " 
moment which would wit-| 
ness the fulfillment of all the 1 
sacred promises enshrined | 
in their Scriptures. / 
terms as "Last Days", "Day | . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~  
~:UdEge~n.en~hoa:id"Time I f. ' =I  th l  Ij [ii l / Mennonite Brethren Churc 
Re~elatio fr " , / 406 lby Street 636-3016 
~i!]~i~eS[~aebandco°~!i / " Pastor Dwayne B a r k m a n ~  
interpretations of traditional ~ q ° ":A : : i I  ====D=u;~{ vE i i~ ;  i i i i i~ :  . . . . . .  / S  n ~ I w  ! ,O~A ,~ =Hi ~ Y ~  I0:00 a.m. Sunday School 
scholar. .. . 00a m. Family Worship Service / 
In its sixm b ~uea~ t '~ " / " 
s~n~slYanlavSiolern°t ~d by a 
firing squad, instigated by 
religious leaders who saw 
Him as a threat to their 
position and power. He lived 
long enough, though, to 
achieve His purpose. The 
public debate about His 
revitalizing agent to the lC~ t'i I lmeSc t u aic taendd sp~;itua~ 
1411 b coAmmn:n~, t nlld dYona:ic " i;'n'u:-'" / CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH '  y -, . 0ornor Sparks Street and Park Avenue 
based upon His teach ings  Mini,t:;ie;:;;:; = ::;';adIn ~ OR::rerend Roll Nosterud 636-~ 
and inspired by His examp.te - Morning Service 11: 00 a m 
The purpose towards which . . . . . . . . .  ' ' 
munity wasthe eeognition thei3abdirect dr this c°m" Senior..ljn~,= ~ , nn=12 and_ up 10:00 a.m. / - - "~ SundayLnUrCnschool,~cn°°' Vconhrmat,on4~a m /  
the Divine Teacher who Wors~'="e'~:"v ' : '~ : 'm'n . '  o~r ,., -- _ ,o oom. .=. ,  =.  CHURCH OF GOD 
whose mission it would be to 
finite the disparate religious 
h'aditions ofall peoples into 
me common Faith. 
After 19 years of per. 
seeution, His oppressed 
community fulfilled its 
purpose by recognizing 
Baha'u'llah (meaning the 
"Glory of God"), as the 
Divine Teacher promised by 
the Bab. From then on His 
followers adopted the name 
Baha'is, or followers el 
Baha'u'llah, as they ar( 
known today. 
3341 River Drive Torraoe, B,O. 038-1001 
Reverend R,L, White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11: 00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
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TBRRAOE DRUCS Ll1,, 
111t01 Kalum 
a....Li 
036-7274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASS IF IED RATES SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: Effective 
October  I ,  1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 Slngle Copy 
cents per word. By Clrrlar ruth 3,10 
3 or more consecutive in. By Cerrior / ,  'Year34'.00 
carrions $1.50 per insertion. By Ma i l /  3mth12.00 
REFUNDS: By Ma l t "  6 ruth 22.00 
First Insertion charged for/~ByMail year40.1)O 
' whether run or not. ~ Senior Citizen yeir  20,10 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
. /  
CORRF,¢T/ONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 centa per agate line. 
Minimum charge SS.O0 per 
imertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
63.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhili & District 
phone 635.6357 
DISPLAY:  
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
I~/SINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Servi¢,e chsrBa of SS.O0 on all 
N.S;F. cbeques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted wlthln one month. 
13.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Mai'rleges 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
6 In the Skeona Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify, 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid less~ 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space, 
that the Iloblllty of the, 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In. the event of an error. 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver tlsements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex ,  
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin,or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is' 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
The Catholic Woman's 
League will be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 at 
Verltas Hall. The pravlous 
date of October 26 has been 
cancelled not to Interfere 
with another Bazaar. 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rape Relief 
' Al~rtlen Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 21, 1~8 from 10 a.m. to S 
Mm.S3M p.m. 
ANNUAL FALL BAZAAR 
AND TEA Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
Odober 21, 1978 Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
Mills Memorial Hospital October 28. 2 • 4 p.m. Arena 
Auxiliary Banquet  Room.  
Arena Banquet Room Dance to follow. Time: 9 - 1 
2 P.M. - 4 P.m. a.m. Music • Ran Swan. 
Delicious afternoon tea to be Midnight munchies. Price 
served. Booths featuring: SlS per couple. (1.8) 
Knitting, Novelties, Home 
Praserves, Baking & Candy 
and much, much more. Pregnant and In n~ of 
Large Raffle, 23 chances to support? 
win (to be drawn at 4 p.m.) Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
(nc1.12) Usa et 635.31M 
Carol at 635.$136 
Janea at 635.4503 
(4  ¸¸  ' 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace', B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few 0~ ~ 
the servic~ff 'ered locally 
b y..~#m;~'-_r H ea_lth Unit Staff: 
~k:."CHILD HEALTH CON- 
Members of the Terrace 
Social Credit Association are 
Invited to attend an Informal 
buffet dinner Friday, O¢- 
11.6:30 p.m. $3.00 por 
person. A genarol meeting 
begins at 8 p.m. with guest 
speakers Cyril Shelford and 
Hullt Curtis, Minister of 
Municipal Affairs and 
Housing. 
(ncl.ti) 
Hugh Curtis, Minister of 
Municipal Affairs and 
Housing wi l l  address a 
public meeting Friday, 
Oct~ 13 at 9 p.m. at the 
Terrace Hotel. Everyone is 
I~vlted to attend. (nc1.12) 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:10- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im. 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year ~)ld children. 
Held on third M(Inday of 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
tornoon at 1 .2  p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave, Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
. Day care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxlllary would appreciate 
Rummage and Garage ~ any donations of good, clean 
to be held at Knox United clothing, any household 
Church on Saturday, October items, toys etc. for their 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used plecen of 
furniture, also any dlsulrdod 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
ea.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Satur ly ,  Nlvember 4 
In Elks Hall 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between I1 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. I1 from 2 p.m..e p.m. 
For donations please phone 
LlS.~017. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
4p.m.at the Co-op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
Friday the 13th of October 
'10, the Hooourable Hugh 
Curtis; Minister of 
Municipal Affairs & Housing 
will be at Cyril Shelford's 
constituency office from 2 
p.m. • S p.m. Phone 635-3311 
for appointments or drop In 
for coffee. (nc1-13) 
GARAGE SALE 
Saturday, October 14 
10 a.m.. 12 noon. 5018 Walsh 
Ave. College, Canadlana & 
general Interest books. 
household items. (p12.13) 
Weight 'Watchers meeting. Atea and bazaar willbeheld 
held every Tuesda.~_LT-1..m. in Knox United Church on 
at the Knox United Church Saturday, December 2 from 
:~al l ,  4907 Lazelle Avenue. 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. {nc-tfn) 
A Heather-Tartan Society is VARIETY '711 . 
being formed with the In- Top variety family ~n- 
terest of promoting Scottish tertalnment coming Io 
cultural Interest and events. R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 
Interested persons should' 27th. Two Shows • 7 p.m. & 9 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrlnk.ing Problem? There 
is help 
Available !
• Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: , 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. Or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
October 10- 27 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a water colour 
exhibit "Discover Water. 
colours" at the Terrace 
Public Library Arts Room. 
Open during library hours. 
MOUNTAIN DANCE 
THEATRE - October 14th 
Mountain Dance Theatre 
was founded' in 1973 by a 
group of young 
choreographers who wanted 
to create and perform their 
own works. The company 
has performed In over 200 
theatres, schools and 
colleges in British Columbia 
and the North West United 
States. 
"Far and away the best 
collection of dancers in lhe 
City." The Vancouver 
Province 1976. 
"A vital addition to the city's 
dance scene." • Vancouver 
Sun 1976 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13-18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
BOv Tasa at 635.7598 
The Terrace Advisory 
Recreation Commission will 
host a Public Forum on 
Thursday, October 19, 7:30 
p.m. Your views on present 
recreation and a recreation 
plan for the future are 
urgently required. Written 
and spoken briefs accepted. 
There will be a question and 
discussion period. 
Plan to Attend 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (nc fin) 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding a pre.Chrlstmas 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 and 2. All those 
Interested in participating 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635-6404; Julle 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more 
information. 
p.m. featuring Cherry Hill 
Show Band --  two gels -- 
four guys --beautiful music. 
Plus Johnny Thorsen ll~,,~to 
Express ~ Canad~'s 
foremost banjo artist -- plus 
Peter Rolston - "Puppetier ', 
ventriloquist from CTV and 
Bill Fraser, Comedian- MC - 
the only man who can grow 
before your eyes. He's a ter~ 
comedian and plays sever, 
instruments. He's a show i,~ 
himself. 
It's family entm,.~fn'.:;:-,t 
at its best. Advan(. li.:~e,:i 
a~,allable at Ev's, Sigh= & 
Sound, Kelly's. 
Adult $5.00 Children, 
St udenls $3.00 
LOGGERS 
The 1lib Annual Convention 
of the North West Loggers 
Ass'n. is to take place Oct. 
21-28-29. This is your 
weekend. Come and join in. 
There will be equipment 
displays, hospitality, safety 
conference, hospitality, 
pane l  d i scuss ions ,  
hospitality, food & refresh- 
ments, hospitality, top en- 
tertainment, hospitality, 
dining & dancing, 
hospitality. 
Don't miss it. Our 
associate members help 
sponsor the best convention 
and entertainment possible, 
and would like to invite all 
loggers and their spouses to 
attend. So come and join in 
and enjoy -- hospitality plus. 
JOE TELFORD 
The garment of his soul 
passed away, 
The spirit and the love light 
stay; 
The echo of his voice, his 
smile, 
Just as if they were with us 
All the while. 
Wife Hazel, grandson 
Darren, sons Ronny and Lyle 
& wife Erlca. (p1.13) 
DATSUN 1800 
2 Dr _ ~rdtop .  
A!.  (l ll nica 
1974 Dodle 
Monaco 
4 Dr. H.T. 
$2,901i 
1913 Toyota 
lip:lille 
ilillY '  ,pe 
$1,200 
SKEENACOLORS 
Res =dential Painting 
Rep:~;, "ng 
Phone 638.1835 
(aj4) 
~RIT; ELECTRIC LTP-,. 
Ete,,,rical and Refrigeration 
COr l l rac t .  
ttc.:.,~e wiring. 
o35-5876 (ctf) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lob~ for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DJFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Quennsway Dr. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays ill eight. 
~t~:ross from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a06) 
GEMINi EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly 8, Contract 
635.3479 anytl me 
(A J12) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PR E-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTO BIG 
OR SMAL L 
ADDITIONS, SIDI NG 
R ENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
RUPERT STEE'L & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location- Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
Wanted: Sales person with 
truck to distribute food In 
Terrace area. Leave name 
and phone number at 638- 
8161. (pi-13) 
CLERK MANAGER 
The District of Stewart 
solicits applications for the 
new position of Clerk 
Manager. The successful 
applicant will assume full 
charge of all municipal 
depar:ments including of- 
rice, public works and 
recreation facilities. Kindly 
apply in writing Io ~he below 
by October 23, 1978 and 
provide all pertinem data; 
including educational 
qualificailons, work ex- 
perience and salary 
requirements. 
Mayor lan Mi:Leod 
Dlslrlct of Stewart 
Box 460 
Stewarh B.C. V0T IW0 
(c3.6,13,20) 
Couple or responsible adult 
to live on small farm. Care of 
farm animals in exchange 
for small wage. No hydro, 
have creek water, warm one 
bedroom cabin. 57 miles up 
lhe Nasa River Road. Only 
interested parties need 
reply. 627.7156. Prince 
Rupert. (stf) 
Apprentice baker needed. 
Starting salarY/S4.00 per hr. 
Must be young, reliable 
person. Apply In person at 
the Blue Ribbon Bakery 
(1978) Ltd., 4717 Lakelse 
Avenue. (ctfn.012) 
Wanted: Babysitter for 3 
days a week for 4 year old 
boy. Preferably in home with 
children of similar age. 638- 
8161. (p1-13) 
Full or part.time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 • $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
interviews call Joan - 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush). 
SAVE UP TO $246 ON NEW 
MAZDA GLO HATOHDAOK 
1968 OHEVT 
TRUCK 
with flat deck. 
NEW LONG Be)( 
MAZDA 
PU TRUCK 
Rea l  c lassy  
1970 
VOLKSWADEN 
nREWCAB P.U. 
1916 Comet 
2 Door 
$2,196 
CiO Jimm 
V0 350 
lots of extras 
1972 
1974 
Monte Carlo 
Air Cond., 
PW, loaded 
1916 Sunbird 
Pontiao 
5 Speed 
$4,200 
1962 Willys 
~dr.~,~n~,, era© 
Je~- 
'960 
I 
sl,Re 
63,600 
1915 Mazda 
Rotary PU 
With canope, 
like new 
$145. $350part or tell h:~le. If 
you need it, it's wailil ~ f~t 
you. Hot. ~c qualify? i;',....- 
635.4244. (c5.13) 
Wanted: ;~ part time safes 
person tc ~ell out of waV ;~, 
van. Leave name 8, pI ,- 
number -- 638.8161. (pt  13! 
1 Peaney TNT 100 guitar 
amplifier. 1 Yamaha 50-115[ ~
bass amp. I set hlgh hat 
symbols c-w stand. Open to 
offers. Phone 635.7107 9'~ 
p.m., 635.9792 after 6 p.m 
Ask for Wayne. (c5-19] 
8 HP Brlggs & Straton eng. 
Lg. propane spade heater. 
Milking goat 1~/~ yr. Sm. 30 
lb. buck for freezer. Call 635- 
9359. (p5.13) 
1973 Skidoo Nordic 399 and 
ski outfit. Nordlca boot ~ t0), 
Kazama sklls (175 cm . 
Tyrolla bindings. Phone 
Mark, 635-3144 days, 635-2094 
after 6. (p-oct 12,13,16] 
Short box camper. Canopy, 
lined, Insulated, lights, roof 
rack, vent, etc. Good con- 
dition. Offers. 635.3912. (c3- 
16) 
For Sale: 2 ET mags with 
rubber 131/= Inch tread to fit 
GM products and one 410 
positrack for Olds. 635.9376. 
(p5.17) 
Used store fixtures. Ex. 
Safeway Store, Terrace. 
Walk.in coolers, freezers, 
display cases, sinks, scales 
e:c. Refrigeration com- 
pressors. Phone Prince 
George Refrigeration. 563- 
6426. (p5.16) 
Corner seclional chester- 
field. Green with velve: 
flowers. Asking $200. Phone 
635-6038. (p5.13) 
Gunsmlthlng, gun repair, 
refinishing, rebluelng, sight- 
ins, quality work, fast ser- 
vice. No lob too big or too 
small. 
Queensway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 630-1613 
atf-04] 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf-04) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635-3294. (notfn) 
Wringer washer - $15. 2 girls 
bicycles $25 each. Ladles 
skates $I0 each. Ladies 
skates $15. 635-2829. (p5.17) 
F'.~ .. dlac. 
C3eck, t'~ . , i :  ~,S;tW, 2 ';, 
' ;  ~Oq; . . . .  ,' ; ' t l  
(,3'~ 1 t 
f ,3 . ' : tOm; ,;': ~,': " '~ ,~?.  ' :i~ 
~,~,: with t.'O~ 'P~' 
:' ".~.,prfie!d. ~ ' * : '  
i3.n; ',~ ...I~ ~.~ 
011 furnace. 11:.0P,~ ~TU'  
years old. $40~ ,: y-~. 
automatic wood ~:- / ~", 
~leclrie fan. %',0 P. .~:~r 
wittlr,~?cfric ".' ~r, ,i 
t..', ". Pt.!i,." " 
13) 
"i'~','o Vancouver bought 
-z,;-,.luing drq,,~y; for able. I 
size 10- ~t;,,,. 1 size 17 • 
while. PI-.:~-; c,~ll 6~5.36: 
(p10.25) 
Wl,ilt~:c :'~. ",~'r ~ld .,i, 
train~ in w!.'J 'iauc. ~. Lionel, 
Horniv, m:: t, you want to 
sell 1 ..~m, ~i.. me maker's 
name ~rid iir:7 names or 
numbers on ;ira. cars ¢~d 
engines. I'. you write rne 
please give me your asl.'ng 
price and your phi, he 
number. I pay the postage 
for anything I buy. Dr. J A. 
Folkins, 925 West Georgia, 
Vancouver V6C 1RS.. (c22,2~,, 
1~13) / 
Spot CASH tar used fur- I 
nlture, household items,| 
guns etc. | 
Queensway Trading I~ 
3215 Kalum St. I 
638-1613 I 
ctf m & f I 
For  Sate: one 40 HP 
Evenrudeoutboard. 635-7044. 
(c5-17) 
Sleeping room for rent, 
private entrance, near town. 
Share kitchenette with one 
person. Weekly bedding. All 
cooking facllltios supplied. 
Electric hea!, share 
bathroom. Phone 635.4013 
after 4 p.m. (c4.16) 
One or two bdrms, for rent - 
with kitchen facilities. After 
October 16. Phone 635.3368 or 
635.5467. (p2.13) 
One bedroom,-, furnished 
• ~.Y apar tme~ .vailable im- 
medial ~.~. 635-9258. (tfn-stf) 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
DISTRICT OF KITIMAT 
CABLECAR SUBDIVISION WATER INTAKE, 1978 
CONTRACT NO. 1 
Sealed Tenders in separate envelopes marked "Tender 
for Cablenar Subdivision Water Intake, 1978. Contract 
No. 1" will ba received by the undersigned at the of- 
rices of the District of Kitlmat, not later than 10:30 AM 
local time en Tuesday, October 31, 1978, and will be 
opened at that time. 
The works consist of the construction of an infiltration 
gallery and appurtenances which Include a pump 
chamber and vault, 300 mm diameter header pipe, 200 
mm diameter water line connection and earthworks. 
Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents may 
be obtained from Willis, Cunliffe, Tait & Company 
Ltd., 205-4665 Lezelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. or from 
the offices of the District of Kitlmat on or after October 
10th, 1978, on payment of the sum of twenty-five 
(S2S.O0) dollars which is refundable upon return of the 
documents In good condition within 30 days of the 
awarding of the Contract. If payment is made by 
cheque, it should be made payable to Willis, Cunliffe, 
Tait & Company Ltd. 
Tha Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents 
may aim be seen at the offices of the Prince George 
Construction Association in Prince George, the Bulkley 
Valley - Lakes District Construdion Association in 
Smithars and the Terrace.Kitimat Construction 
Association in Terrace. 
• Will is 
Cunliffe 
Tait 
a Company Ltd. 
Mr. M. Fell 
Purchasing Agent 
District of Kitimat 
210 City Centre 
Kifimat, B.C. 
V0C IG2 
Consulting Engineers 
'One nee, ,. duplex. Un 
furnished. Slove, hea~er and 
refrigerator included Five 
minu,e walk 1o stores. OC 
cupancy 15th October 
References please. Phone 
635.2834• (p4-13) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. 
Frldge & stove. No pots. 635. 
5627. (p3.16) 
I 
01 ton Manor 
:urnlshed or unfurmsned 
udlo or 1 bedroom 
apar tments .  Secur l t  
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.3521 
638-1032 
:ff-f 
" HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
toeplng rooms, 
;housekeeplng units, cen 
|trally located, Fully 
lurnlshod. Reasonabl~ 
rates by day or week. Non, 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611, (ctfl 
L~ I . - 
I II 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 46031 Scoff. 
(~b,-  two and three 
bedro~om apartments.  
Laundt:y & storage area. 
Near sch~oht and down 
town. Clean, quiet, 
~spaclous, security Iockup 
land patrol, 
|Ful l  t ime manager In 
~resldence'635 $22~ 
1(eft ) " 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
belhroom, living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area In kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
faci l i t ies.  Electr ic heat 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately. Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (c18.31) 
5 ACRES with small house 
• ~ the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453; (c t fM & F) 
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A B ICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA  
V~ng:?rcdom;~e?e?;rlA':d. | HELPFUL HINTS ~ ' ~  ~,~ 
Priced to sell. Phone 635" / ABOUT INFANTS ~,~/~/111//'~ 
i / LOOKING FOR THE 12x66 three Iodrm. mobile THE INDIANS / 
SECURITY home wllh 2 finished ad- OF  t 
a second Income can ditions. Phone 635•4692. (c5- VANCOUVER ' 
provide? The path to 17) 4094• (c5.19) Q. I 'm confused about 
security Is only a decision • what to feed my expected 
and a phone call . awayl We 12x68 mobile home, 2. J l~ l .~=~~~infant .  Wbat do doctors ISLAND 
train you. b~.throoms, 3 bedrooms. . By Ran Gadsby 
Phoneor write local Amway Completely or part ly fur- 
J l s t r ibutor .  D. and N. nlshed, located close to ~ i~ '~J~._~_ ._~- I  in every sense of the word, 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh schools. 2 room joey shack, incorporatel  $70.00 plus .= Captain James Cook's third voy- 
Crescent, Terrace. 635.2009 false fireplace. Full length f i l ing fees. Obta n yourt /~ / ' / . '~C~, .~ [ age was marked for disaster. Ugly As they appeared in 1788: The Nootka nativesfasclnatcdatldappalled 
after S:30. (c20.16 oct) covered walkway. 635.4591. lawyer supervised In. I ( /~  / /  ~ / / / , /~ '~ '~_~ incideots, desertions, drastic re- Capt. Coo/<. 
"(Ct_.ffn! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  corporation over the phone I~  \1~/ '~/ /~/ / /~  I~risals and almost sadistic disci- landhaifwayupthecoastofwhst Cook renamed ii Nootka for 
Ren, or Purchase: 1972 12x68 fastl  Call Self Counsel ~ _ ~ ' ~ " ~ b ~ ~  pline marked the voyage, and is nbw Oregon. Appmpristely, reasons that remaioobacum. One 
Paramoum ~raller with Services toll free, 112.800. ~__=~.P, a m , - - ~  .•, B when a landing pmly sot foot on Cook named the spot Cape Foul school of thought contends the 
'fireplace. Near stores and 663-3007. Chargex and ~. - -  -- Kauai the story repeated itself. Weather and the name has re- name came from an Indian word 
schools on private lot. Rent Mastercharge accepted. A. Most physicians have A~; the landing party appmach" mained to thisday, meaning "go around". It is as.. 
1775 Purchased new 1976, $255 per me. with option to (eft-F) found that human milk or an Plymo th Valiant buy or purchase. $9,500. iron.fortified infant formula cd the shorc under a sailor named As he ,novcd northward he seined that after sailing around 
best to feed a newborn Williamson the nativcs pressed so sought the Strait of JuandeFuca the sound, Cook asked a native 
Brougham. P.B., P.S., auto, Open to offers. Will carry il~aby through the fimt year. "close that the leader was con- that had been reported to exist what he called the place. The 
318 V-8. Sun roof and trailer second " mortgage If These are specially designed cemed anti a fatal shot was fired, earlier, but dueto stormy weather native, remembering that the 
hitch. 29,500 miles. Call 635. necessary. Ph. (112) 762. to help infants grow properly, Williams0, didn't report the loci- he missed it and wasconvinced it white men had sailed around the 
9404 after 4 p,m. (¢7-13) 4612. Write Joe Rorke, Gen. unlike cow's milk, which is dent to Cook.and when the captain didn'texist. He was out of sight of smallisland, may have answemd 
' Del., Winfield, B.C. (ctf-06) 1974 Ford V= ton pickup. 360 TO WHOM IT MAY CON-intended foreaives, himself went ashore he was land for a week and when it withaderivstiveof"nootk",the 
motor, auto, radial tires, FOR SALE OR LEASE CERN: During a baby's first year, treated almost like a deity. The mappea~d he was on the coast of native word for around. Vancouver Island, thinking it to 
electronic Ignition. Phone 12x56 mobile home with i, RonPongraczwil l~olbe. many of the vital organs are shooting incident had made its New masts and span wete cut 
this growth, a baby needs imprcs~,;ion a d the natives were be the mainland. On March I ! he and shaped to replace some tlult 
635-9580 after 4. (c.th,F) 12x56 addition on ~/= acre responsible for any bills or increasing in size. To support 
landscaped lot with fruit debts incurred by.'my wife, adequate amounts of protein overawed by the white man. found a sheltered cove, named it had rotted on the long journey. It 
as of this date October 2, and iron. ' Cook was impressed by the King George's Sound, later to was the first recorded use of 
'For ,Sale: 1968 Beaumont, trees and berry bushes. 3 good condition. Phone 635- bdrms., utility rm., living 1978. A quality formula such as Polynesians and their way of life. become Nootka, and assure.d it a Vancouver Island timber by 
7911. (p1-13) rm. with fireplace, dining Ran Pongracz. (p10.13) Enfamil with Iron not only The native girls were magnificent placeinBritishColumbiahist°ry" Europeans. 
rm., wall to wall carpet. 6 has the right amount of pro- and the men the finest swimmers At the entrance tothe sheltered 
1974 Flat SW. Good con- miles from town. Willsell or tein but is heat treated so he had ever seen. Their canoes, coveisanislandwhichhedubbod Cook was fascinstt.d by the r 
ditlon. Front wheel drive, lease to rel iable party. NOTICE that the protein is more easily according to Clerke. weresecond Bligh in honor of his navigstor, natives and st the same time t 
, r  nntl,-= *~,=* ,L,~ digested and more readily the anchorage was safe appalled. He recorded in his I 
radial tlres~ 2 Winter fires. Phone 635-3271 after 5 p.m. This Is yo_: . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  available for the growth needs only to those made by the natives behind it 
(Great for winter driving) (sift undersigned car rmr  has of the baby" . of th~ Friendly Islands. It was a and sound. Both ships~espe- official journal that the people 
$1,400. Call 635.9444. (2.13) madeappllcationtolncrease Babies need the supple- more or less pleasant interlude cially the Rcsolstton--were ,,Though their hodies am a]ways 
lO'x48' with frldge, stove, per shipment charges, class mentary iron for good red and the part)' left three goats, a in need of repair and it scem~ an coveredwi~redpa]nt, their:aees 
freezer, sofa-bed, chair, [oey rates and certain rules and.blood that supplies oxygen to boar and a sow to add to the hogs ideal spot . ,  ere often stained with o black, a 
1970 Ford 0/4 T 4x4. 360 shack. 52995. For further commodity rates, applicable all ~)arts of the body. anti poultry that existed there. The natives were friendly and brighter ed, or a white color by 
engine, 4,000 miles, cam, information 635.5961 after 6 The i.qands were named the unafraid of the visitom. He de- way of ornament. The last of between points served by the[:~T " I~e'g~ ~ "-~~.~~. 
headers, hi.rise, 4 barrel, ).m. (oct 19,20,23,24,25,26,27) named carrier. I-~ .AcT IVE , ,~<, .~d~__~ Sandwich Islands after Lord scril~.d them as mild and inoffen- these gives them a ghasdy, dis- 
stln roof, stereo, CB lights. Jl I I Subject to consent of the L '~/ -~_  ( ~ - ~ 1  Sandwich, Cook's patron. Today siva, ,nd a tradingoperationtook gusting appearance". 
New front hubs, new brakes, Motor Carrier Commlss lon , le~f ;~~~'~,~ J they are known as the Hawaiian shal~, with the natives anxious to 
"posl-trac. Phone 635.3069, MOBILE HOMES the proposed changes will ~ ~ ~ re w . . . . . .  group, anti less than a year later receive knives, chisels and nails During the four.weeks' stay it 
635.3903. (p3-16) become effective- January The greatest reliable age re- New mobile homes fmr~ 1st, 1979, ported for a monkey isabout Cook was to die on those very inex,:hange for many varieties of 'rainedf°rthreeandthePaXWwu 
1973 Dodge Road Runner. aS low as $100.00 down. Copies of the proposed46 years for a male mandrill isl;mds, fur, htcluding the prizcd sea otter, glad to be on its way on Apri126, 
Good condltlon. 635-3432. (p3- O.A.C. changes may be examined at baboon named "George." On Feb. 2, 1788, they we'reon Cook noted the potential for a 1"/78. The ships followed the their way again with their course pmfl,able fur trade, but even he coast line northward in seamh eta 
theofficeoftheunderslgned, set for New Albioo~North couldt.'tanticipstetheweaiththat route to Hudson Bay. arout=that wasn't to be discovered by 
16) Set up and delivered Any representat ion  respecting proposed changes "Truly absmd is the man who America. Five days later as they was to flow from this shore. 
GOOD TRUCK FOR SALE trades welcome may be made to the never changes." struggled with northwest winds The ships remained in the Cook'sgenerstion. But they w=r¢ 
Blue 1975 Dodge v2 T .P .U.  Super in tendent ,  Motor  Auguste Barthelmy and stubborn squalls they sighted sound for a month and while there tolearn of pals ies once again. 
318,4onthefloor. Haswalito PhoRe col lect 591-5101 Carrier Branch, 4240Manor orange juice 
wall carpeting and seat (Ctt' Street, Burnaby, B.C•, V5G Putting the squeeze o n  
covers. AM.FM radio,  _ 3X5 up to - November 20th, 
cassette deck & .tapes. - -  1978• 
Winter tires al l  around. PACIFICTARIFF 
43,000 miles, mostly' hwy. SERVICE LTD. Engine & body in good TariffAgentfor: The p:rfimmmce ~d' I•rozcn parlance at cctm~,ni~t~, demand JamtaP, 1977.. a 12-ounce can of suppiicscandotopric¢s. 
shape. Phone 635-6701. (c5- LINDSAY'S CARTAGE & ~range ju cc prices over the pa.~t h~r ~w;ulge iuicc i~ "price incla~- fro/an • orange juice cost in the What the consumer pays for 
18) MORTGAG E LOANS STORAGE (1973)LTD. t~vt~ ~car~ has been .,,uch an tic "•. ~qfic'h mc:m~ that people neit~hbourhood of 35 cents and orange juice in 1979 will again 
prompt ly  a r ranged (61.13) ou~,tant nuexampl¢ofht~',up-ar¢ n,t e;tsih di,,ct)uraged h~ cuUld often be ftmnd asa"spe- depend on crop yield and the 
ph :rod tlcmand affects price~, hiuhcr price', t'rtm~ bu.~ ing twange cial at under 30 cents Bv absence of frosts. Baning further 
Det:cmber the same size can cost, frosts or other calamities the 
anywhere in B.C. In- that it would almost have been iuicc. 1974 Mazda RX3. Rotary formation and references on hetu,'een 60 and 70 cents. Orange 1978-79 harvest should be back 
engine, only 25,000 miles, taihw-made f,r ~. less~m on I)urinu 1~)77. thcretailp riceof juicchadbccomcaclassicexam- to normal and prices could fall 
Excellent condition. Four request. J D. Phillips Capital cconolnic,,. ~w.'tnge .i~lic¢ alnltv~t th~ubled. In "pie tff what demand in excess of againin 1979. 
Corporation, 10673 King 
winter, all round radial tires George Highway, Surrey, l)aring It)Th there wu~ a 
Included. Phone 635.2777. B.C.V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 5 yr. old registered Morgan ~urph, s of orange juice. Pricc~ ' ' '.' 
(p7.20) daysor585-1603evenings.(f) gelding. Keer's Warrior ~vcrclow.'l•hcintlustr)~enti"tt~ '~'~:":':Y"':: ~'"""" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  '="  " ......... 
' '  ' . . . .  Further information phone ...,n,.cxlen~vc.'adverti~ingcant- 
1976 Camera. Excel lent'  638.1494or635-3090. (c2i-31) paien. Lowpricesplu~thcadvcr- 
cond. P.S., P.B., 8 track, ti~i;~g led to greater deal:rod I'~r 
1,600 miles. 638-1996 after. 6 3 yr. old gelding. 8 yr. old ~,'a,lgciuicc. 
p.m. 638-8165. (p5.18) 1970 Ford P.U. ~/,, ton with 4 Welsh pony. Both with Then camcthe famou~ I rest tff 
spd-w. 11 foot camper. 2 yrs. saddles & bridles. Jant ar~ Iq77. 'l'hc tlrange grtwc~ 
old. Asking $4,000 for both. Reasonable prices. 635.4596. of (.'en'tral Floritl;I were seriou~l.~ 
Phone 635-4530. [c5-17) (p4.18) affected./l'he ors,raze harvc.~t w:t', 
reduced - nt~t olll.~'for that'.~ ear's 
"' rop bat t'tw the ~car f, lh~ing. 
635-9734. (c5-13) 
Hcrc i~ ho~ it t~rk,,: I J l c  nlaJll 
1976 Corvette. P.S.,P.B.,L48 M O B I L E  HOME aar, c,,t seasml f,,r Florida 
eng ine .  $8 ,500 .  Phone 635.  ~r;, l l1~C ~, i~ I ' ro i l l  J )¢ccmber  h~ 
7762. (pS-13) March. 'fhc I.'ma;,r~ It)77 fro~t 
lamaged both the P)76-77 and 
.1974 I/~ T. Dodge P.U. V-8 - -  he Iq77-78 crt~p~. The c~,rh 
auto, P.S., P.B. Reasonably IMMEDIATE DELIVERY trec~. Ihat had : rcad.~ hcc;i 
priced. Phone 635.4246. (c5- TO YOUR LOCATION pi~cd hcl'orc the l'n~t. ~u~laincd 
tiara;tee that afl'¢ctcd the It)77-78 
13) are now available on our lovely 14 wide and cmp.:lhc laler trcc~ tilat ~till had 
1974 Buick Century. Luxus doublewide mobile homes. You choose your fruit tm them had a n.,daccd 
station wagon. P.S., P.B., outpul I',~r the 197h-77 crop but 
new radials. Only 38,000 decor, and we custom build to suit. ,c,c iu the proces~ of rcct~vcr.~ 
miles. Like new. $3,200 firm. Government grant of $2500. applicable, tllcrcaflcr. 
635-7006. (p5.13) Expense paid fare Vancouver- return. For I. the ,ncantimc the nc~l~ I ' 
free credit check and approval please phone creeled demand I'~r twangc juice ~ l 
For Sale: 1978 Dodge collect. ~qth immli.J coft'cc had hccn ~- - -  
Tradesman Van. Like new. 4 Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. established. ' 
spd. overdrive. 225 - six 935-5447 Snch habits die hard. In tl~' 
cylinder. 5,000'klm. Super . ~ ~  Chatting over a dnak in the 
lounge while Princess Royal 
1974 Maverick. 6 cylinder Island passes off port, they may 
auto. Only 27,000 miles, learn about the legcndary white 
Pricod for quick sale. Phone . . . .  Kermode hear that roams there, FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA and get hooked'.on the =a's 
635-3510. (C5-13) ~ " J " ~ ~  romance. , . . • o ' . . For further eformation on ASST PROJECT MGR BAKER S HELPEit  
1971 GMC $900. Phone 635. these and other job cp- $138 ~rweek  teco-ordinate Must have previous ex- 39t0. (p4.13) portunities, please contact tutors, perience, per h ,  SAILING says alternate master Arnold AIIthis, and comfort oo? You 
your local Canada Era- GROUP HOME RELIEF SHINGLE SAWYER Rv,es, and hc's talking about bet. 
For Sale: 1973 Ford ~ ton, pleyment Centre at 4630 PARENTS- Must be couple Fully experienced only. $5.00 THROUGH w~,erfa,s that hunder out of the That includes hearty meals in 
'completewith Gemtop. F100, Lazelle Ave, to rel ieve regular per sq. MOUNTAINS mountains, and sheer rock walls the "'Queen's" dining room or 
$1,800 OBO. 635.7158, nights houseparents.8days pertoo. S H E E T M E T A L that march right to the water's cafeteria. A cozy stateroom 
635.2913, (c4-13) CARPENTER - Tern- $840 per too. per couple. WORKER - Must be ex- By Shirley Olscn Guth edge. where the ship's gentle rocking 
porary job. Must be jour- COUNSELLOR 2 - BSW- perience. Apprentice with 2 October 2-9 "Even the rain takes on a lulls passengers tosleep. Video- 
1973 Cheveile with new neyman or equivalent. RWR or university degree in or more yrs. experience So you think "port" is just a certaia grandeur over northern taped movies, or a game of back" 
engine. A.C., P.W., P.B,, PLUMBER - Residential- social sciences. $1300 per would be acceptable. Union tasty wine? And "stem" is how seas," he says. gammon with a fellow passenger. 
P.S. Low mileage on new commercial. Must be me. wage. 2 positions, you remember old Miss Cruising greenhorns learn From October 2 through May 
engine. 635.3295 or view at journeyman. Union rate. P R E S C H O O L WELDER - Must have McCorklc, ~,our sixth grade prouy fast where to find "star- 31. tourists can choose from 
2147 Queensway. (c12.20) TOW TRUCK DRIVElt - TEACl lERS - Must be DPW I. Temporary job, tc;wher" tx~ard'" when a pod of porpoises seven economy packages aboard 
Must be experienced and qualified with certificate, union rate. Never mind. You don't need to fn.~k by the big picture windows, the "Queen". including the 
1968 Mercury Montego S.W. have air ticket. Commission SUBSTITUTE TEACHER CABINET REFINISliER- know a helm from a hawser Io Fven fair weather sailors fall in "Weck-cnder", •a four-day 
In good condltlon. Phone635" or wages. $8.00-9.00 per hr. -Stewart area. Refinishing TV & home havc a great time sailing the B.C. Iove with the sea as they stand at niini-cruise with stateroom, 
4398. (C3-13) COMPOSING ROOM FIELD WORKERS enter ta inment  system Ihe ,all and smell the salt spray or meals and a breakfast or dinner 
FOREMAN - Must be Tutors. $138 per week. eabinets. $8.~0.6,S0 per hr. coast. You dtm'l cvell have to leave wah', the mist roll down narrow tour of Pdnce Rupert. "halibut 
journeyman or have 4 yrs. COED TEEN CO- SHOE REPAIRMAN behind the comfortsofhome. Nol Grenville Chaonel. capital of the world". 
1975 Dodge Van. Only experience. - if~pulel B.(]. K.()wen-Jtmesdo A11d a bridge deck. they soon 34,000 miles. Stylized black TYPESETTER Must  ORDINATOR Part time. Must be fully qualified. $800 - A number of other packages " Rve~ngs. $5.6.00 per hr. per me. di.~,wer, is more than a pack of feature a sail.and-drive approach 
with rear part windows, have keyboarding or paste PHY81CIAN - Gen. Prac. lhe drivi,g, with overnight stopovers at sev- 
up experience. Min. 45 wpm 1 8 - 12 - 1 5-1- 7 9. P e d s. APPRENTICE AUTO lie's one ,ff tile masters of the card',;. 
Panelled, Insulated, car. typtng. $4.00 per hr. Gynecology and Obstiterle., MECHANIC Wages "Queen of Prince Rul~rt", the Ifihcy stroll upto ihe bridge to eraipicture.~iueVancouverlsland 
)eted. Bed, storage, B.C. t CtTVilcct'sl]oatinghotelto meet the "Queen's" friendly hotels ~ a pedect way to take in 
cassette, radio. 4 speakers LOG 11tUCK DRIVER - LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm negotiable. 51de mufflers, new radials Must have Class 1 plus air. typing. $6"/5 per me. BODY REPAIRMAN the north, crew. they ntay even receive a the autumn color show now pIw- 
Temporary job. $85.00 per AUXILIARY CLERK - Fully qualified with TQ. 2 Twice weekly rrtlm Oct(~ber brie~ lesson in radar and navi- ing along the island's highways. on the 
No rust. Excellent con dltlon. A real bargain fo~ trip. . Steno I i i .  To interview and pesitions (1 in Terrace & 1 in through May. Owcn-Jones and his gati,,,t. An off.~ason cruise 
~l,000flrm. Phone " ASSISTANT DEPART- assist clients with job alp Pt. Clements). crew ferry mt,rists in style and F, itn~ute, ihc "Queen" calls at "Queen of Prince Ruparr'. when 
635.7g~S MENT MANAGER - Auto. plication. $10SS per mo. AUTO MECHANIC- Must comtbrt ~m a unique oft'-sca~m Bell, Hella or Ocean Falls. where summer crowds have dwindled 
(p2-13) Dept. $4.10 per hr. to start. AUXIL IARY CLERK be journeyman. Union wage. adventure thrtmgh Ihc Inner Rts- p:ts,,~ngerscanwavelikcoldsalls nd fares are reduced, is in 
SALESCLERK- Weekend TYPBT - 50 wpm typing. RADIATOR REPAIR- s;,gc, world-I'amous cruising It)lht~fricndlyrcsidentsd°ckstdt' increasingly popular end-of-yclff " . 
work. $3.00-3.50 per hr. $8.34 per hr. MAN - Should have previous parudi.~ and. in autuom and And when they catch sight of holiday. 
TELEPHONE ADVERTISING experience, winter, hmd of mowy peaks and B,C ,~ tallest otem pole at Alcrl "'It's a chance to catch up on 
SOLICITOR - Must have SALESPERSON " Salary CONSTRUCTION norlhcrn lighls. Bay. or s[x~t he unusual break- some reading and relasstion flu' 
pleasant voice & courteous plus for commission. ELECTRICIAN - Terrace. O, her ~p~cial winter Van- wat,'.r at Kclsey Bay constructed removed from daily routine." 
manner. $8,00 per hr. DEPARTMENT Must h~ fvlly qualified, union ctmvcr.I)rince Ruperl run, Ihe fro,. Second World War de- says Captain Ryles. 
COOK - Chinese. $1000 per MANAGER - For rate. automotive department. $200 H E A V Y D U T Y ..Quccn..winkspas~nger~,inioa stro,'erhulls, thcy'llrealizelh¢se It's achance to pickup some are historic watcrs, a one-time nautica]knowlcdgeloimpreuthe 
Must .u**, 1976 12 x ~4 two lilO. bdrm. Gendall. Excellent PIZZA COOK - Mature, per wek. MECHANIC - Bri tannia r~motc w~rld they ntay never 
condltlon. Fenced yard with. eleancutperson.Expertence TIRE BUSTER - M.st Beaeh. General Matn- havc knt~wn cxisls, t~:cm highway for explorer ships folks back home. And a chance" 
garden and shed. Phone 635- net neeeesary. $3.75 per hr. have related experiene,', tenance. Skidders. IWA + '"Fhc scenery airing the B.C..~cklng the fahied Northwesl to catch some beautiful B.C. 
4639 after 5-p.m." (C3-13) DOE. neg. two persons. Wages negotiable. $13 Fer hr. coast nevcr fail~ m impress.'" Pass,ge. ~encry. to boot. 
Require 3 bdrm. house or 1973 3/4 T. P.U. and 11' 
mobile home to rent Im-' Security Camper. All in A.1 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635- condition. Phone anytime. 
4066. Responsible party with 
excellent references. (tfn) 
We are looking for a house to 
rent by October 31. Doesn't 
have 1o be In town. Please 
call 635.6701 anytime. (c10- 
25) 
Retail or 
office 8pace 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. area. = 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3S76 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
Lot, fully serviced for a 
mobile home. 75 x 100. 
Hydro, septic system, water 
hook.up. Small work shed. 
Located near Copper 
Mountain School. Asking 
$6,500 firm'. Phone 635-7025. 
(p2-13) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
Dlstrid. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder - 956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelli, B.C. 
V0N 2R0. (F) 
Business oppor tun i t ies  
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become 
your own Independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee and give us your 
0Pinion. 
Place: Sandman Inn 
(basement); 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for, Corinne or 
Lyle. (c20.27) 
Herald olaaoifleda 
set reaulta 
Wanted to rent by middle- 
aged. couple, abstainers, 
both steadily employed. One 
or two bedrm, house or 
apartment.  Prefer house. 
Phone 635.7762. Ask for 
Arthur. (p3-16) 
i 
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she can't go to any of the school dances became it is 15 
against her religion, l think that is just about the -- 'i 
dumbest thing I have ever heard. 18 11'9 I i 20 ' 
I have to ld th is  to some other  k ids and they ugreed i I ~ t " !  I . / ; ,  I -- 
• F l i r ty  O ld  Man 
By Abigail Van, Buren 
@ 1978 W Oil¢10o trll~mi.N.¥. News Synd. irl¢. 
DEAR ABBY: I was the houseguest recently of a 
sorority sister in another state. Her father is a very 
handsome, gray.haired man with a lovely smile and a 
charming personality. While I was there, he told me 
that he travels a lot for business reasons, and would 
really enjoy meeting me--alone- sometimes. Atfirst I 
thought he was joking, 10ut I soon realized by other 
things be ~id and did that he meant it. I" just laughed, 
pretending not to take him seriously, and stayed away 
from him as much as po~ible.. 
Now that I am back at college he has called me a few 
times wanting to know when we can arrange a 
meeting. What should I do? I am'20,.and do.n't want.to 
get involved with an old married man. ,e  says ne 
admires my mature mind and he wouldn't do anything 
I didn't want to do. Please help me. 
PROBLEM IN PITTSBURGH 
DEAR PROBLEM: If he calls you again, tell him 
that your mature mind i s  made up, you don't want to 
meet him an~vhere, and if he ever calls again, you will 
people dance, I can't understand a religion like that, 
can you? 
LOVES TO DANCE 
DEAR LOVES: Some religions do disapprove of 
dancing. But it isn't necessary to understand the other 
person's religion-Just respect it. 
DEAR ABBY: I am supposed to be married right 
after Christmas, but I'm not sure I can go through with 
it. My fiance, whom I91 call Gene, introduced me to 
Jack (also a made-up name) who will he the best man 
at our wedding. 
You guessed it, Abby. The more I see of Jack, the 
more I like him. 
Abby, I'm so mixed up I need some good sound ad- 
vice from a wise outsider. Should I hope this thing with 
Jack will pass? Or should l break off with Gene? I 
could never tell Gene the real reason, but I get the 
shakes thinking about marrying one man and fooling 
so strongly attracted to another. 
HARRISBURG HASSLE 
DEAR HARRISBURG: A girl could bee making the 
mistake nf her llfe to marry a man while she feels 
strongly attracted toanother. This attraction isa clear 
warning signal that means you aren't ready for 
marriage yet. 
Tell Gene you want o think about morrlage i while 
longer. And keep thinking about it until NOBODY looks 
as good to you as the man you're going to marry. 
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church 
wedding or a simple do.your-own-tiring ceremony, get 
Abby's new booklet, "How to llave a Lovely Wedding." 
Send ill and a long, stamped (28 cents) self.addressed 
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, 
Calif. 90212 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
Mr -~ 
(.ar..  to 
Time to t~v up ambltJon end 
gt~go~ on .plMa. Your 
tire ~ could pay 
off handmmly, but not unless 
you activate tbmn! 
TAURUS 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 
There's a temptation to 
fritter away evenlng hours on 
idle pursuits, but if you 
your time well you can thmi¢ 
out and solve a taxing 
prou=n. 
lIBRA 
(sept. 24 .to oct. =) . - -== 
Something unexpected 
today -- a chance meeting 
with an old friend, a letter 
from someone in your past, 
an ambitious uber&~.~nte. If 
you're on your toes, thin@ 
should go your way. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Before you make your mind 
up, ask questions, get other 
opiniom. Use care in in- 
terpreting the information at 
hand. 
YOU BORN TODAY: You 
are a brilliant and magnetic 
(Ali.  i i toMay iS ) l~  :~I~' pumibly a now rsmuntic in- person with many friends. 
You tend to be more war- Get another oplnim before rarest. 
you launch the lden you have mhearted and sentimental 
SCORPIO m~F~,  in mind. You amy no canton than othersin your ~ There 
.l~ lmc~l,-bllt'twn beads are (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , ,v r l l l -  in a touch of the peat about you 
Your mind is sharp and and you often are p~chie 
t l~m~e:  . . . . . . . . .  _ inventive today, so tackle new 'about others. You have 
~=~ 22 to ~=~ )! i~ ~" pro~-~ Z= ,~or. V='t get =unendoua ~.  for a=~= 
A surprise ncounter should bogged own in petty details, in your chosen career. You 
make for a pleammt erasing.. SAGITrARIU8 . ~_.~l~l" nay start out in one field und 
This ls a gsod day for socuu (N°v" 22 t° Dec' 21) WP4'Tr then, later, switch to anotber 
~r~tY. Romance in in the Your skills in dlplomacy are that is more intellectual or 
called upon to mediate a artistic. Whatever youtouchin 
CANCER ~, ,&  disagreement among family ~qmranteed success. You will 
(June 22 to July 20) ~. .~  members or friends. You can probably never be fully 
Don't give up if all your succeed in calming troubled content until you have found a 
objectives aren't obtained water, true outlet for your creativity. 
immediately. Pursue them 
slowly and surely and success 
will be yours in the leng run. 
!~O 
Don't start a project you 
can't finish. You'll get better 
rmulin if you postpone action 
until you have time to follow 
mreu~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Your obUlty to see both 
sides of the question could get 
you in trouble. Make u firm 
deciMen one way or the other, 
and stick with it. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Expect some trouble from 
You may enjoy art, literature 
or mimic as an avocatio~ 
later turning them to com- 
mercial profit. You have an 
affinity for sdence as well and 
could do well in medicine. 
Birthdate of: Burr Tlelatrom, 
puppeteer. 
01978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
1 Resorts 42 Of old age form 19 Russian 
5 Vehicle 45 Enrolls 3 Diva's forte ruler 
8 Scrutinize 49 Church 4 English 22 South 
IZ Present dignitaries battle site American 
13 Money of 51 Snare 5 Gigantic monkeys 
account 52 -- of Wight 6 Macaw 24 Russian 
14 Island off 53 Paid notices 7 Sloping plane 
Scotland 54 Grafted roadway 25 Harem room 
15 War god (Her.) 8 Silver 25 Ai'my officers 
16 Thin layers 55Headinnd (Scot. var.) ~--oblige 
18 Theater 56 Actor Marvin 9 Centennial 29 Old French 
district 51 Marsh gras~ State coin 
of. a city DOWN 10 Med. school 30 Abstract 
20 Spanish I Famous subject being 
game "Toots" II Space org. 33 Gasegus 
Zl Aide (abbr.) Average solution time: 27 rain. element 
god 
34 Footwear 
=8 Demolish 
31 Artificial 
hmguuge 
3= Boca'--, 
Florida 
34 Russian 
river 
35 High wind 
37 Defamatory 
39 Pindar's 
forte 
officials 
38 Missive 
40 High note 
42 Twirl 
43 Scottish 
Gaelic 
44 And others 
(L.) 
46 Sea eagle 
47 Assess 
48 Hurried 
10-9 50 Netherlands 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle, commune 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
" • ~ NoW TO ESCAPE--" 
1t 
31 32 , t33 
t !_ t ! . "  I o ..m" I 
i i- -i I 
I I !ti5' 
29 30 
46 ,47 48 
10-9 C1t~U~P 
t 
OBPO VOKDLE HNTUPTE DPVV 
ATNKYBO NR ALY  HTNURV 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- TINKLING MUSIC BOX SELDOM 
GETS STUCK ON DIXIELAND BANDS. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: K equal~ U
The ¢ryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, sho~ wo .r~! 
~ind words using an apostrophe can give you clues to louanng 
vowels. Solution is hccomplished by trial and error. 
©1918 King Futures Syndicate, Inc. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
CA TFISH 
/ - I P !  ZIP/  
~IP l  , 
-7  ir~l zIP ! 
~... I t .  7.iPe 
~.IP!ZIP) 
ZIP!Z I~ZIP  ~. 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
I tiTaW'Cl~¢~° ¥~l~l~ N ¥ N 8f / 
Jhe WIZARD OF ID 
~O/AF'ANY HA~ ~NE~C~R~ P 
TH~ KIc~IYlNt ' I~ANPlT 
11 i ~ ~ ~ / ~ l  i~='  
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart, 
• "tHeY .~AY, ~r,c--cAu~ H~ 
UNlZ~libl~e~ 
'~ 
(, . 
~P6orr "  
.~JN~,f~eL..~ 
10.13 
'Tm putting you on probation. Thai means no 
i I# more mugging for i2 months. 
. . . .  I . . . . .  I- ][ "" ...................... r iii ...................................... 
B.C. 
DOONESBURY 
NOOO A5 0AY T//I~r~/ 8 /¢~ 
ATCAAPO~WD. IT//.,R=~ONE ~;- 
/Ir"7~ 7ttE C21MACTIC SADAT- 
~RTER /4E~37N5 IN 
..~,,,~rr NA~ YP/~ IN ~l:..e, ~ 
/ / 
By Johnny Hart 
ByGarry Trudeau 
CAB/N,/i~ B/i l l ,  INTO Oil I 
/..~.u ~,~v~- J~. . ,~  I I "~  ~ ~,  ogm/~ I 
o//r OF 7/~ 7//e"/~ F_~ 
.gi,llI, B~ ANO.,qAl~ P/Er REPI.IF-O~. I 
